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Our Ideal 
True quality is never attained by chance. 
It can only be realized through determined 
planning and uncompromising devotion 
to high principles. 
Many alternatives must be discarded 
for not being good enough. 
Nothing can be taken for granted. 
The final achievement must represent 
the highest skills and the collective 
intelligence of many experienced men . 
In L. L. Rupp clothing . . . true 
quality is an accomplished ideal. 
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BECAUSE AFTER ALL ... 
YOU'RE A BUCKEYE TOO! 
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Ohio State football is a spe -
cial subject . It deserves a 
special book. This book. 
Whatever the question , 
it 's got the answer. Avail-
able in Books 0190 , Down-
town on 5 , Northland , 
Eastland , Westland . 
To order , call 463-3131 or 
write Lazarus : Ann Ster-
ling , P.O . Box 2121 , Colum-
bus , Ohio , 43216 . 
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In the Huddle 
By Steve Snapp 
A football team is only as good as its senior 
class. I was reminded of that this past Sunday by a 
man who has seen 27 such classes come and go 
during his illustrious career at Ohio State. 
The clock on the wall at the Biggs Athletic facil-
ity said 10:00 a.m. Buckeye Coach Woody Hayes, the 
tireless taskmaster, had already been on the job 
several hours, studying films of the previous day's 
35-0 victory over Illinois. 
" You know," he said, taking off his glasses and 
closing his eyes, " we got another great effort out of 
our seniors. Chris Ward , Mark Lang and Greg Storer 
did a fine job of blocking on the line, Jeff Logan 
played well at fullback and our two flankers , Jim 
Harrell and Herman Jones, had good days. " 
Woody had only seen the offensive films, so he 
had no way of knowing how well the sen iors on 
defense had graded out. Still , he offered , " I bet they 
did a fine job. They have been great all year long. 
" The senior class is the very backbone of a foot-
ball team and this class has been exceptional ," the 
coach continued . " Our seniors have given us out-
standing leadership and fine play in each and every 
game. When you get that, you generally have a good 
football team." 
I was glad Woody had been studying those films 
because this year's senior class is making its final 
home appearance in Ohio Stadium today. His com-
ments could not have come at a more appropriate 
time. All that remains now is for the Buckeyes to 
defeat Indiana this afternoon and assure themselves 
of at least a tie for a record sixth straight Big Ten 
title. What better way for a senior class to bid adieu 
to the old Horseshoe? 
There was a time when going up against Indiana 
would not have presented much of a challenge, but 
that is not the case this year. Coach Lee Corso has 
his Hoosiers playing good , solid football. They cur-
rently own a 4-4-1 record for all games and are 3-2-1 
Cagers Play 
Ohio State's exciting young basketball team 
unofficially opens its season tonight by hosting 
the Athletes in Action, a team of amateur ath-
letes that defeated Nevada-Las Vegas and the 
University of San Francisco last year enroute to 
a 54-7 record. Tickets for tonight's game (7:30 
in St. John Arena) can be purchased at the 
Arena Ticket Office, starting at 6:00. Former 
UCLA center Ralph Drollinger, two time Big 
Ten scoring leader Mike Robinson and Colum-
bus' own Brad Hoffman are just three of the 
standouts on the AIA roster. 
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EXCLUSIVE COMPANY - OSU tailback Ron Springs , 
shown above as he picks up yardage in last week 's game 
at Ill inois, now has 931 yards on the season . With two more 
games to play during the regular season , the 6-2 junior 
appears certain to top the 1,000yard mark and become the 
sixth OSU runner to exceed that fi gure in a single season . 
The others are Jim Otis, John Brockington , Arch ie Griffin , 
Pete Johnson and Jeff Logan . 
in the Big Ten. Woody unhesitantly calls them " one 
of the best three or four teams in the conference." 
Declares Hayes, " This is the best Indiana team 
in several years. They can really move the ball , espe-
cially on the ground." 
Proof of Hayes ' statement is found in the latest 
Big Ten stats which show the Hoosiers third in rush-
ing offense and fourth in total offense. Corso can 
crow about his defense, too, since IU is third in 
passing defense and fourth in both total and scoring 
defense. " 
Ohio State fans should not lose heart , however. 
The Buckeyes, who top the Big Ten in rushing of-
fense, total offense and scoring offense and passing 
and scoring defense, lead the overall series 40-10-4 
and have not lost to the Hoosiers since 1951. 
The Buckeyes are out in search of No. 41 today 
against the Hoosiers. They should get it. The seniors 
will see to that. 
Notes ... The Big Ten 's top two rushers are 
going head-to-head today. IU 's Ric Enis leads the 
league with an average of 122.7 yards per game, 
while Buckeye tailback Ron Springs is second with a 
118.2 average. 
Both runners are closing in on the 1,000 yard 
mark for the season . Enis has 918 yards to his credit 
and is bidding to become just the fourth man in IU 
football history to rush for 1,000 or more yards in one 
season . Springs has 931 and is in position to be-
come OSU 's sixth 1,000 yard gainer. 
OSU Diving Program One of the Best 
The first ten years Ron O'Brien 
spent coaching at Ohio State , he 
coached only men. He did not coach a 
woman diver on the collegiate level 
until Debbie Wilson came to Ohio 
State in 1973. Five years later, in O-
'Brien 's last year of Buckeye coach-
ing , the brilliant instructor not only 
has internationally top-rated male di-
ver , Kent Vosler, but the depth of his 
diving talent includes Jenni Chandler, 
Carrie Irish and Barb Weinstein , a 
group O'Brien says are the " top three 
female divers in the country." 
None of the talented foursome are 
new to O'Brien 's instruction. All have 
been diving under his tutelage for 
three years or more prior to coming to 
Ohio State. They, like the majority of 
his top-level divers, were discovered 
at the summer diving camps O'Brien 
has sponsored for the past ten years. 
Chandler, the first Olympic Gold 
medalist to attend Ohio State, has 
been working with O'Brien since she 
was 15, and comes to Columbus by 
way of Anniston , Alabama. " My whole 
town is smaller than campus ," she 
said with a grin . Chandler will switch 
from her specialty, the three-meter 
board , to dive the " mildly scarey" 10 
meter tower in competition this year. 
She sees the change as a challenge 
and does not regard her gold medal 
win as an end to her improvement. " I 
have to work on being more consis-
tent," she said , " Plus the switch to the 
tower gives me a whole new area to 
learn." 
Irish , three-time national AAU 
champion , is a native of New Canaan , 
Connecticut. The skillful junior is anx-
ious to get back into competition this 
year after having to sit out last year 
with a shoulder injury. She will be div-
ing the tower as well as the one and 
three-meter boards and is practicing 
for a season of peak performance. 
" My shoulder works beautifully 
now! " she said . 
Weinstein , a talented sophomore 
from Cincinnati , spent her weekends 
commuting to and from Columbus 
during her last two high school years 
to work out with O'Brien. Under his 
coaching brilliance, Weinstein cap-
tured theAAU national outdoortitlein 
1976, and bronze medal at the world 
student games. 
Weinstein credits her success both 
to O'Brien and to the top divers on the 
Ohio State squad she dives with and 
competes against. 
" Diving against Carrie and Jenni in 
practice is like diving against national 
competitors every day," she said , " It 
really keeps me on my toes! " 
By Jean Dixon 
Sports Information Office 
RON AN D HIS FRIENDS - Ohio State diving coach Ron O'Brien and his star 
pupils take a few minutes off between practice sessions. From left to right are 
O'Brien , Kent Vosler, Carrie Irish , Jenni Chandler and Barb Weinstein . 
Vosler, the compact senior from 
Eaton , Ohio, rounds up the handful of 
Olympic diving talent . Vosler re-
turned home this summer with a first 
place finish at the World University 
Games in Sofia, Bulgaria and is an 
Olympic bronze medal winner in 3 
meter competition . 
He admits finding it hard some-
times to keep himself " psyched " for 
all the collegiate level meets after hav-
ing competed on the international 
level. " I go up and down a lot during 
the year, but I try and stay pretty sharp 
and keep working on improving ," he 
said . " We 're all working toward the 
national collegiate meet in late 
March ." 
Each of the four divers has the three 
essential qualities O'Brien lists as 
necessary for becoming top-level 
competitors. The first is a symmetri-
cal , compact body bu ild . " No knobby 
knees or sway backs !" he said . The 
second is a small build . Compactness 
is necessary, the coach said , in order 
to complete the number of twists and 
turns within a given space. O'Brien 
tries to estimate the mature size of his 
younger divers by looking at the par-
ent's height and build . The th ird fac-
tor he sees imperative is a high level 
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of intelligence. " Diving is a compli-
cated sport and involves a great deal 
of memorizing and insight into each 
different technique," O'Brien said , 
" and that takes intelligence. " 
The Buckeye divers are a disci-
plined group and their practices are 
demand ing . They go through two 
work-outs a day, practicing for two 
hours in the morning on the tram-
poline and porta-p it equipment, and 
again in the afternoon for two or three 
hours·i n the pool. It's a tough rigorous 
life, that demands complete dedica-
t ion . 
After a bri ll iant and successful fif-
teen years as Buckeye diving coach , 
O'Brien will end his college career 
th is June, when he moves to Mission 
Viejo , California to head the AAU div-
ing program. 
He believes the diving program at 
Ohio State will continue to be one of 
the nation 's best . " The program 
ought to stay at the top, where it is 
now," he said , " providing my succes-
sor is young , amb it ious and con-
tinues to recru it successfully on the 
national level. Oh io State is steeped in 
diving excellence, it 's the tradition 
here, like nowhere else in the coun-
try." 
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WE HAVE 
OUR OWN 
WINNING 
TRADITION 
AT STOUFFERS 
UNIVERSITY INN 
Where Columbus can discover 
attractive accommodations, fine 
food and good fun, and modern 
meeting facilities. 
• 200 smartly appointed guest rooms. 
• nine private rooms for conventions, 
meetings and banquets for up to 300. 
• bus service to and from the game. 
An Old English pub-
style restaurant where 
the menu is as unique 
and irresistable as the decor. 
GROGSHOP A rockin' place 
with lively and spirited drinks and enter-
tainment for a lively and spirited crowd. 
Sto,J/erS 
UNIVERSITY INN 
3025 Olentangy River Road • 267-9291 
HEAD COACH 
WOODY HAVES 
Woody Hayes and football have become 
synonymous during the past three decades. So, too, 
have Woody Hayes and winning. 
Hayes, now in his 27th year at Ohio State, is the 
fourth winningest coach in college football history 
with 222 victories in 31 seasons. Only Alonzo Stagg , 
Pop Warner and. Bear Bryant have more triumphs 
than the 64-year old Hayes, who spent three years at 
Denison and two at Miami (0.) before taking over the 
Buckeyes in 1951. 
Entering the 1977 season, Hayes had won 189, lost 
54 and tied 9 at OSU for a winning percentage of 
.768. In Big Ten play he owns a 139-34-7 record and 
has captured 12 conference championships. No 
other conference school comes close to either fig-
ure during the past quarter of a century. 
Currently Hayes, who has coached longer in the 
Big Ten than anyone except Stagg (41 years at 
Chicago) and Bob Zuppke (29 years at Illinois), is 
working on a string of five consecutive conference 
titles and an unprecedented five straight bowl ap-
pearances by the Buckeyes. A Big Ten crown in 1977 
would make Ohio State the first team in conference 
history to win six consecutive championships. 
Overall, Hayes, a native of New Philadelphia, 0. , 
has taken nine OSU teams to bowl games and pro-
duced national championship squads in 1954, 1957 
and 1968. His 1969 squad , which posted a 9-1 mark is 
generally regarded as one of the finest college foot-
ball teams ever assembled. 
Since Woody has coached at Ohio State, the 
Buckeye school has led the nation in average home 
game attendance for 21 of the last 26 years and 
finished second the other five seasons. At the end of 
1976, Ohio State owned a string of 50 consecutive 
home sellouts. 
Hayes has spent his entire coaching career within 
the state of Ohio. After graduating from Denison in 
1935, he accepted a position as assistant football 
coach at Mingo Junction where he remained until 
being named head coach at New Philadelphia in 
1938. He won 19, lost 10 and tied one at New Philly 
before joining the Navy in 1941. 
Following his discharge, Hayes returned to Den-
ison to embark upon a collegiate coaching career. In 
the time since, he has become one of the most re-
spected and most successful coaches the profes-
sion has ever known. 
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Woody Hayes 
COLLEGE COACHES WITH 
BEST WINNING PERCENTAGE 
(minimum of six years as major college head coach) 
Coach College Yrs. w. L. T. Pct. 
1. Joe Paterno, Penn State . . ........ 11 101 23 1 .812 
2. Bo Schembechler, Michigan ...... 14 116 28 6 .793 
3. Frank Kush, Arizona State .. . . . . . . 19 155 46 l• .770 
4. WOODY HAYES, OHIO STATE .... . 31 222 65 9 .765 
5. Bear Bryant, Alabama . . .. .. . . . ... 32 262 75 16 .764 
6. * Darrell Royal, Texas ...... . .. . ... . 23 184 60 5 .757 
7. Dan Devine, Notre Dame . . ... . . . . 18 136 47 8 .733 
8. *Bill Battle, Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 59 22 2 .723 
9. Carmen Cozza, Yale .............. 12 77 30 1 .717 
10. Bill Ma llory, Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 61 25 0 .709 
11. *Frank Broyles, Arkansas .......... 20 149 62 6 .700 
12. Chari ie Mcclendon, LSU ........ . . 15 112 48 7 .691 
13. Vince Dooley, Georgia . . . .. . ... .. . 13 98 43 5 .688 
14. Joe Restic, Harvard .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 6 36 17 1 .676 
15. Bobby Bowden, Florida State ..... 11 78 38 0 .612 
16. Doug Dickey, Florida ............. 13 95 46 5 .668 
17. Jake Crouthamel, Dartmouth . . . . . . 6 35 17 2 .666 
18. Jerry Claiborne, Maryland ......... 15 102 55 4 .646 
19. Wayne Hardin, Temple ......... . . 13 83 45 3 .645 
20. Bob Blackman, Corne I I .. .. ... . ... 24 145 79 6 .643 
21. Bill Yeoman, Houston . . .......... 15 99 56 6 .633 
22. Jim Carlen, South Carolina ....... 11 75 43 5 .630 
MOST WINS 
ACTIVE MAJOR COLLEGE COACHES 
262 Bear 'Bryant, Alabama 
222 WOODY HAYES, 
OHIO STATE 
184 *Darrell Royal , Texas 
154 Frank Kush, Ariz. State 
149 * Frank Broyles, Ark. 
145 Bob Blackman, Cornell 
136 Dan Devine, Notre 
Dame 
116 Bo Schembechler, 
Michigan 
* Concluded coaching career in 1976 
112 Chari ie McClendon, 
LSU 
106 Bill Hess, Ohio Univ. 
102 Jerry Claiborne, Md. 
101 Joe Paterno, Penn 
State 
100 Ben Martin, Air Force 
99 Bill Yeoman, Houston 
98 Vince Dooley, Georgia 
97 John Pont, North-
western 
•' 
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The Ohio State Marching Band 
HALFTIME - GAMETIME - ANYTIME 
We're With You All The Way 
SCHOTTENSTEINS - YOUR COMPLETE 
DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE 
Name Brand Clothing - Jewelry - Shoes - :----------· Clip This Coupon ---------1 
I 10 OFF O I . . • n An 3 S eed , Housewares- Hardware- Home Furmshmgs- ! $ or 10 ipee/Bike l 
Domestics - Toys And Sporting Goods L__AT SCHOTTENSTEINS NORTH OR SOUTH J 
Schottensteins North 
3251 Westerville Rd. 
Phone (614) 471-4711 
BETTER LIVI NG FOR LESS 
9 
1887 PARSONS AVE 
Phone (614) 471-4711 
SENIOR HONOR ROLL 
Below is a list of the Ohio State seniors who 
today are making their f inal home appearance 
in Ohio Stadium. 
DAVE ADKINS ................... XENIA 
JOE ALLEGRO .. WEST PITTSBURG, PA. 
EDDIE BEAMON ........... CINCINNATI 
AARON BROWN .............. WARREN 
GARTH COX ........ WASHINGTON, C.H. 
* MARTY CUSICK . . . . . . . . . . . . LAKEWOOD 
JOE DIXON ........... TRENTON, MICH. 
RAY GRIFFIN ............... COLUMBUS 
JIM HARRELL ................. CURTICE 
TYRONE HARRIS ........... COLUMBUS 
HERMAN JONES ........... MIAMI, FLA. 
MARK LANG ............... CINCINNATI 
JEFF LOGAN . . . . . . . . . . NORTH CANTON 
DOUG PORTER ......... YOUNGSTOWN 
* TOM ROCHE ..... STATEN ISLAND, N.Y. 
KEITH SAUNDERS .. . NEW BRIGHTON, PA. 
* JIM SAVOCA ................... SOLON 
GREG STORER ............ CINCINNATI 
CHRIS WARD .................. DAYTON 
* Has a fifth year of eligibility if wanted 
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Tailgating is fun in the 
parking lot 
-Tailgating is dangerous W 
on the highway 
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10:30 p.m. 
Watch today 's Ch . 34 
game tonight ,.,...--,_ WOSU-TV 
THE OHIO STATE COACHING STAFF 
Kneeling (L-R): Alex Gibbs, Dave Adolph , Mickey Jackson and Gary Tranquil!. 
Standing (L-R): Bill Myles, George Hill , Esco Sarkkinen and George Chaump. 
''ler OL' l)OC l{OJ.lbAY INN 
P~ESCRl8c S0ME7J./1N6 
SPECIAL BeF~e AN/) A'FTER 
TH£ GAMEt•• 
JOIN EVERYBODY FOR THE PRE-GAME 
AND AFTER -GAME ACTIVITIES 
JUST LIKE YOU DID LAST YEAR !!! 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT MONDAY 
THRU SATURDAY . 
across from the 
OHIO STATE UNI VERSITY 
328 W. Lane Avenue 
( 614) 294-4848 
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55 
51 
11 
57 
AARON BROWN 
Middle Guard 
Captain 
MARK LANG 
Offensive Guard 
JAMES HARRELL 
Flanker 
44 
49 
RAYMOND GRIFFIN 
Safety 
Captain 
HERMAN JONES 
Flanker 
8 RODERIC GERALD Quarterback 
Photos by House of Portraits 
JAMES SAVOCA 
Offensive Guard 80 GREGORY STORER Tight End 
34 JEFF LOGAN Fullback 
Captain 
79 CHRISTOPHER WARD Offensive Tackle 
Captain 
the BUCKEYES 
23 
12 
RONALD SPRINGS 
Tailback 52 TIM VOGLER Center 
73 
38 
32 
71 
DOUGLAS MACKIE 
Offensive Tackle 
PAUL CAMPBELL 
Fullback 
KELTON DANSLER 
Defensive End 
BYRON CATO 
Defensive Tackle 
56 
94 
36 
20 
KENNETH FRITZ 
Offensive Guard 
DAVID ADKINS 
Linebacker 
THOMAS COUSINEAU 
Linebacker 
87 
67 
WILLIAM JACO 
Tight End 
EDDIE BEAMON 
Defensive Tackle 
12 MICHAEL GUESS Defensive Back 
Photos by House of Portraits 
LEONARD MILLS 
Defensive Back 
13 
5 JAMES LAUGHLIN Defensive End 
70 
22 
16 
53 
JOSEPH ROBINSON 
Offensive Tackle 
JOSEPH ALLEGRO 
Safety 
PAUL ROSS 
Defensive End 
DOUGLAS PORTER. 
Center 
Pharmacy 
The Ohio State University College of Dentistry was 
originally organized as a department of the Ohio Medical 
University in 1890. Requirements for admission in those 
early years were two years of high school credits or the 
equivalent. The course of dental studies and clinical expe-
rience consisted of three academic years of six months 
each . There were two students in the first graduating class 
of 1894. 
In 1906 the Ohio Med ical University merged with the 
Starling Medical College to become the Starling-Ohio 
Medical College. The department of dentistry continued 
instruction in its original quarters on Park Street in Co-
lumbus. 
In 1913, however, the Ohio Legislature granted to 
Oh io State the right to establish colleges of dentistry and 
medicine. On July 1, 1914, the dental department of 
Starling-Ohio Medical College became the College of 
Dentistry of The Ohio State University . There were 39 
graduates in the class of 1914. 
Although the state leg islature authorized in 1922 the 
establishment of a Department of Dental Hygiene, it was 
not until 1944 that dental hygiene became an official part 
of the college 's professional training program. In 1946, the 
first 17 dental hygien ists were graduated . Today 82 stu-
dents are enrolled in each of the two dental hygiene 
classes. 
In 1925 the college moved from outdated quarters on 
Park Street to Hamilton Hall on the campus in the heart of 
the planned University Medical Center. 
In 1951 the college moved into a new three-floor build-
ing on W. 12th Avenue. Additions to the dental complex 
were made in 1959 and again in 1966. Seven years after 
that , two new wings were completed and dedicated . And 
earlier this year, the college's building complex was re-
named in honor of Wendell D. Postle, who came to the 
University as a dental student in 1918, became dean of the 
college in 1939, and retired in 1964 after nearly 50 distin-
guished years of involvement with the College of Dentistry 
and Ohio State. 
During World War II , the College of Dentistry adopted 
a round-the-clock , accelerated three-academic-year 
schedule. At war 's end , the college returned to its four 
year program . It was not until July, 1973, that the present 
36-month , year-round program was instituted. The class 
graduating Sept. 19, 1975, was the first to graduate under 
the new plan . 
Today 200 students enter the College of Dent istry 
freshman class each year. Even the most prophetic of the 
dental school 's i ncorporators back in 1890 could not have 
foreseen the future growth of their creation , nor the scope 
of the college's achievements over its 87 year history , nor 
the constructive impact of The Ohio State Un ivers ity Col-
lege of Dentistry on the profession it represents and the 
people it has come to serve across Ohio and the nation . 
Dentistry 
The college of Pharmacy attempts to foster in its stu-
dents a spirit of community involvement. This spirit is 
nurtured throughout the four years of the undergraduate 
professional program. The future pharmacists are en-
couraged to work in any of several programs serv ing cen-
tral Ohio residents . 
Through the Drug Abuse Program , pharmacy stu-
dents are sent into the Columbus elementary and secon-
dary schools to encourage the younger students to de-
velop mature attitudes about drugs. They avoid scare tac-
14 
THE 
HEALTH 
SCIENCES 
Kevin Scheckelhoff, left, and Don Alexander were among 
pharmacy students who visited area schools to provide drug 
education to students and their parents. 
Optometry students 
learn to work with sophis-
ticated diagnosis and 
treatment equipment as 
part of their training to 
become optometrists. 
tics and don 't " preach. " Rather, they provide accurate 
information about drugs, explain drug terms and inform 
their audiences how drugs affect the body. 
Drug effects are demonstrated through experiments 
and through audiovisual materials. Pharmacy students 
last year developed a slide series showing differences in 
drug classifications , such as barbiturates and hal-
lucinogenics, and they attempt to show the differences 
between safe and poisonous plants. Students in the 
schools respond positively to this approach . Approxi-
mately 50 school visits were made during the last ac-
ademic year. 
No less curious about drugs are the parents of these 
students. Pharmacy students were invited to speak to sev-
eral parent-teacher groups last year. Parents, they report , 
are interested in drug interactions and in " pot " research . 
They also want to learn more about " street drugs." 
Pharmacy students also have involved themselves 
Dr. Albert Soloway 
Dean of the College 
of Pharmacy 
Dr. Charles Howell 
Dean of the College 
of Dentistry 
Dr. Frederick Hebbard 
Dean of th e College 
of Optometry 
Helping to shape tomorrow's professionals 
Wendell D. Postle Hall on W. Twelfth Avenue, named for a 
former dean and alumnus of the college, was dedicated April 
20 after years of being called simply "the Dentistry Build· 
ing." The complex includes additions made to the original 
building in 1959, 1966, and 1973 to keep up with the growth of 
the college. 
with students in other health science colleges in establish-
ing several clinics. They participated in diabetes, hyper-
tension and venereal disease clinics on the campus and at 
shopping centers in the central Ohio region . Visitors to the 
clinics volunteered for free tests. Students from Ohio 
State ad ministered the tests and provided the participants 
with information about the diseases. 
The spirit of service motivates some students to en-
gage in research activities. Several undergraduates are 
working on studies researching drug development. 
The college also feels a commitment to continuing 
education , which it meets through the Office of Pharmacy 
Extension Services , established in 1963. Employing a full· 
time director, the office plans and produces postgraduate 
seminars in cooperation with the faculty of the college. 
Professional pharmacists thus are kept abreast of the 
latest developments in drug th erapy and changes in their 
fie ld. 
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Optometry 
There 's much more to the education of an optometrist 
than merely learning to prescribe lenses that provide clear 
and comfortable vision , says the dean of the nation 's top-
ranked optometry school. 
Dean Frederick W. Hebbard of Ohio State's College of 
Optometry says early symptoms of many body disorders 
show up in the eye and the optometrist often is the first to 
recognize them. 
" The eye can reveal tell-tale signs of high blood pres-
sure, arteriosclerosis and diabetes because it is the only 
place of the body where small veins and arteries are 
clearly visible," he said . 
Dr. Hebbard estimates that a good eye examination , 
such as routinely given to about 40,000 patients a year 
visiting Ohio State 's Optometry Clinic, usually takes about 
an hour. 
An optometrist is interested primarily in prescribing 
for comfortable, efficient vision and recognizing physical 
disorders revealed in eye exams. The ophthalmologist 
differs in being primarily a physician trained in treatment 
of eye diseases. 
Ohio State graduates about 60 optometrists a year. 
Most of Ohio 's practicing optometrists were educated at 
the university 's College of Optometry, Dr. Hebbard said . 
Enrollment is limited by space for students to receive 
instruction and examine patients in an adequate patient 
care facility . 
Dr. Hebbard says applicants to the college have the 
best undergraduate records of any optometry school in 
the nation . The college tied for first place with Indiana 
University 's School of Optometry in an evaluation of the 
nation 's 14 optometry schools two years ago. 
Ohio State became in 1936 the first in the nation to 
develop a graduate program in physiological optics. Eight 
to 10 students receive graduate degrees in the field each 
year. Regents professor Glenn A. Fry, who has for 42 years 
contributed to the development of the program, has 
achieved international recognition for his research , Dr. 
Hebbard said. 
The college is at the forefront in research and , says Dr. 
Hebbard , " probably has the world 's leading department in 
corneal physiological research , which seeks to learn how 
the clear window in the front of the eye works." 
Ohio State optometrists also were involved in the de-
velopment of the first electronic tonometer, an instrument 
to measure pressure on the eye, 20 years ago. It is used to 
detect glaucoma, which results when increased eye pres-
sure injures the back of the eye and decreases vision . 
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1977 Ohio State Freshman Class 
First Row (L-R): Felix Lee, Vince Skillings, Cal Murray, Terry Bach, Dave Medich, Ray Ellis, Doug McEldowney, Joel 
Payton, Luther Henson. 
Second Row (L-R): Norman Burrows, Jim Deleone, Doug Donley, Tom Orosz, Ron Miller, Anthony Megaro, Bob 
Murphy, Keith Ferguson. 
Third Row (L-R): Alan Balen, Dave Phillips, David Allen, Doug Pauley, Ernie Epitropoulos, Nicholas Miller, Alvin 
Washington, Todd Bell . 
Fourth Row (L-R): Alvin Taylor, Kevin Jones, Leon Ellison, Ken Willis , John Epitropoulos, Tim Brown. 
Meet the OSU Board of Trustees 
John F. Havens 
John F. Havens, former chairman of 
the Development Fund 's Board of Di-
rectors , was appointed to The Ohio 
State University 's nine-member 
Board of Trustees May 14, to serve 
through May 13, 1986. 
A 1949 Ohio State graduate, Mr. 
Havens is chairman of the board of 
the Franklin Bank and director or 
trustee for several other Columbus 
organizations, including Buckeye In-
ternational , W. W. Will iams Co., Bev-
erage Management , Inc ., Midland 
Grocery Co. and Ohio Federal Sav-
ings and Loan Co . 
Havens began his business career 
in 1950 as a real estate builder and 
broker. During his career, he has pur-
chased and later sold, or been a 
member of investors groups for many 
financial institutions and land de-
velopment corporations. Most re-
19 
cently , he was founder and principal 
partner of the investors group that 
purchased Big Bear Stores Co . in Co-
lumbus. 
Mr. Havens has twice been the Co-
lumbus Junior Chamber of Com-
merce Outstanding Young Man and 
has been named one of the top ten 
leaders of the real estate industry by 
House and Home Magazine. He re-
ceived the National Association of 
Real Estate Boards Outstanding 
Achievement Award in 1969 and the 
American Builders Council National 
Developer Award in 1970. 
He currently is a director or trustee 
of the Mortgage Trust of America, San 
Francisco ; Capitol Funding Corp ., 
New York ; Evans Adhes ive Co., San-
dersville, Ga.; Marietta College; and 
Centran Bank , Akron . He is chairman 
of the board of Muirfield Ltd ., Dµblin , 
Oh . 
Mr. Havens is married and has four 
children . 
No. Name 
94 ***Adkins , David 
22 **Allegro , Joseph 
88 Allen , David 
69 *Andria , Ernest 
93 Bach, Terry 
81 Bal en , Alan 
82 Barwig , Ronald 
67 ••• Beamon , Eddie 
25 Bell , Todd 
29 *Blinco, Thomas 
55 *** Brown , Aaron 
74 Brown , Tim 
3 Budd , Dave 
76 Burke, Tim 
63 Burris , Scott 
4 Burrows, Norman 
38 *Campbell , Paul 
41 Caruso , James 
7 Castignola , Greg 
71 **Cato , Byron 
36 .. Cousineau, Thomas 
78 • Cox, Garth 
96 Cusick, Martin 
32 • • Dansler, Kelton 
50 Deleone, James 
86 •• Dixon , Joseph 
47 Donley, Douglas 
60 *Dulin , Gary 
27 Ellis , Ray 
39 Ellison , Leon 
59 Epitropoulos, Ernest 
33 Epitropoulos, John 
95 Faler, Mike 
65 Ferguson , Keith 
56 *Fritz , Kenneth 
8 ••Gerald , Roderic 
46 **Griffin, Duncan 
44 •••Griffin , Raymond 
12 *Guess, Michael 
11 **Harrell, James 
66 • *Harris , Tyrone 
54 Henson , Luther 
83 **Hornik, Joseph 
89 Hunter, Charles 
75 Hutchings, John 
87 • Jaco , Wil liam 
13 Janakievski , Via de 
21 Johnson, Ricky 
Ohio State Roster 
Pos. Wgt. Hgt. Age Cl. Hometown 
LB 213 6-2 21 
S 182 5-11 20 
DE 216 6-2 18 
OG 238 6-3 20 
MG 205 5-11 19 
LB 224 6-1 18 
TE 242 6-8 19 
Sr. Xenia 
Sr . West Pittsburgh , Pa . 
Fr. Warren 
Jr. Wintersville 
Fr . Centerville 
Fr. Lackawanna, N.Y. 
So . Willoughby Hills 
OT 265 6-2 22 Sr. Cincinnati 
DB 194 6-0 19 Fr . Middletown 
LB 219 6-2 19 So . Lewiston , N. Y. 
MG 232 6-2 21 Sr. Warren 
OT 27 4 6-5 20 So . Warren 
P 176 6-1 19 So . Chester, N.J. 
OT 245 6-4 20 Jr. Wapakoneta 
OG 232 6-3 19 So . Pt . Pleasant, W. Va . 
QB 172 5-11 18 Fr. Portsmouth 
FB 212 6-1 20 So . Ravenna 
DB 185 6-1 19 So. Wappingers Falls , N.Y. 
QB 178 6-2 19 So. Trenton , Mich . 
DT 238 6-2 20 Jr. Lorain 
LB 227 6-3 20 
OT 246 6-4 21 
DE 218 6-2 22 
DE 208 6-2 21 
C 217 5-11 19 
DE 224 6-3 21 
Jr. Fairview Park 
Sr . Washington C.H. 
Sr. Lakewood 
Jr. Warren 
Fr. Kent 
Sr. Trenton , Mich . 
FL 170 6-1 18 Fr. Cambridge 
DT 254 6-4 20 So . Madisonville , Ky. 
DB 192 6-2 18 Fr. Canton 
LB 200 6-2 19 Fr. Washington , D.C. 
OG 212 6-2 18 Fr. Warren 
LB 212 6-1 18 Fr. Warren 
DE 197 6-1 20 So . Piqua 
OT 232 6-5 18 Fr. Miami, Fla . 
OG 234 6-3 19 So . Ironton 
QB 174 6-1 20 Jr. Dallas, Texas 
S 188 5-11 19 Jr. Columbus 
S 182 5-9 21 Sr. Columbus 
DB 175 5-11 19 So . Columbus 
WB 186 5-10 22 Sr. Curtice 
DT 244 6-3 22 Sr. Columbus 
DT 238 6-2 18 Fr. Sandusky 
DE 226 6-3 20 Jr. North Olmsted 
TE 217 6-2 20 So . Newark, Delaware 
C 211 6-0 19 So. Fremont 
TE 248 6-5 20 Jr. Toledo 
PK 151 5-8 20 So. Columbus 
TB 188 6-0 18 So . Santa Maria, Calif. 
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No. Name Pos. Wgt. Hgt. Age Cl. Hometown 
49 •• Jones, Herman FL 209 6-3 21 Sr. Miami , Florida 
24 Jones, Kevin FL 194 6-0 18 Fr. Newton , Mass. 
98 Kellum , Wendell MG 219 5-8 26 Jr. Columbus 
51 ••• Lang , Mark OG 220 6-1 21 Sr. Cincinnati 
92 Laser, Joel OG 232 6-2 20 Jr. Akron 
5 Laughlin , James DE 210 6-2 19 So . Lyndhurst 
35 Lee, Felix FB 227 6-1 18 Fr. Highland Park , N.J. 
34 ••• Logan , Jeff TB 184 5-10 21 Sr. North Canton 
73 *Mackie, Douglas OT 250 6-4 20 So . Saugus, Mass . 
2 McEldowney, Douglas PK 185 5-11 18 Fr. Centerville 
McKee, David P 180 6-2 20 Jr. Columbus 
61 Medich, David OG 232 6-2 18 Fr. Steubenville 
90 Megaro , Anthony LB 224 6-2 18 Fr. Chicago , Ill. 
64 Miller, Nicholas OG 224 6-3 17 Fr. Upland , Pa . 
91 Miller, Ronald DE 210 6-3 18 Fr. Auburn , N.Y. 
62 Mills , Ed DT 268 6-7 19 So . Columbus 
20 ** Mills , Leonard DB 186 6-3 20 Jr. Miami , Florida 
99 •• Moore, Jimmy TE 248 6-5 20 Jr. Tempe, Arizona 
28 Murphy, Robert DB 188 6-1 19 Fr. Santa Ynez, Calif. 
43 Murray, Calvin 
85 Orosz, Bob 
19 Orosz , Thomas 
84 Pauley , Douglas 
30 Payton , Joel 
77 Phillips: David 
53 •••Porter , Douglas 
70 *Robinson , Joseph 
26 Roche , Tom 
16 *Ross , Paul 
10 Saunders , Keith 
57 •••Savoca, James 
68 *Sawicki , Tim 
37 Schneider, Michael 
14 *Schwartz , Brian 
48 Skillings, Vincent 
23 • springs, Ronald 
80 ••storer , Gregory 
95 Stover , Andrew 
6 Strahine, Michael 
72 ••Sullivan, Mark 
9 Taylor, Alvin 
97 Vogler, Terry 
52 *Vogler, Tim 
18 Volley , Ricardo 
79 •••ward , Christopher 
15 Washington , Alvin 
58 *Waugh , Thomas 
42 Willis, Kenneth 
* Indicates letter 
TB 175 5-11 18 Fr. Woodbine, N.J. 
LB 200 6-0 20 So . Maple Heights 
PK 203 6-1 18 
SE 170 6-1 18 
FB 222 6-2 18 
OT 220 6-5 19 
C 228 6-2 21 
OT 256 6-5 20 
DB 190 6-2 22 
DE 232 6-1 22 
S 185 6-0 21 
OG 233 6-2 21 
MG 216 6-0 19 
FB 210 6-2 19 
Fr. Fairport Harbor 
Fr. Carpinteria, Calif. 
Fr. Mentor 
Fr. Vienna , W. Va . 
Sr. Youngstown 
Jr. Paulding 
Sr . Staten Island, N.Y. 
Jr. Fort Valley , Ga. 
Sr. New Brighton , Pa. 
Sr. Solon 
So. Mayfield 
So. Cincinnati 
S 190 6-1 19 So. Simi Valley , Calif . 
DB 168 6-0 18 Fr. Brenizer, Pa. 
TB 196 6-2 20 Jr. Williamsburg , Va . 
TE 208 6-5 21 Sr. Cincinnati 
DB 190 6-2 20 Jr. Cleveland Heights 
QB 192 6-0 19 So . Lakewood 
DT 234 6-4 20 Jr . New Bedford , Mass . 
QB 177 6-0 19 So . Newport News, Va. 
LB 214 6-2 20 Jr . Covington 
C 228 6-3 20 Jr. Covington 
FB 206 6-0 19 So . Lynchburg , Va . 
OT 272 6-4 21 Sr. Dayton 
LB 232 6-3 19 Fr . Cleveland 
OG 242 6-1 20 Jr. Norwalk 
DB 162 5-11 18 Fr . Columbus 
/ 
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That's the unique advantage of BancOhio banks. Each is a 
local bank with people that know you and care about your financial 
needs. But working together as a team, they form the multi-billion dollar 
BancOhio family of 41 banks with more than 200 offices 
throughout the tate. 
Whether your banking needs are personal - A savings plan, a loan, 
or the right checking account - Or you require a banker's expertise for 
your busines , large or small, you can't beat a local BancOhio bank for service, 
attention , and teamwork. A pari of Ohio's large t family of banks, it' a 
better bank for you. 
@1977 BancOhio Corporation 
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Ohio's largest family 
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OSU Wrestlers Look for Better Things to Come 
Add several outstanding re -
cruits to a group of five return ing 
starters and you 'll come up with 
the ingredients with which sec-
ond year Buckeye wrestling 
coach Chris Ford hopes will brew 
success in 1977-78. 
" I feel we had a very tine recruit-
ing year overall ," said Ford . " We 
recruited great depth in the lower 
weights to supplement our return-
ing strength and this combination 
should start to pay off this sea-
son ." 
Ford 's grapplers will once 
again face a formidable schedule 
which includes many of the na-
tion 's strongest wrestling 
schools. Besides perennial Big 10 
powers like Iowa, Minnesota and 
Wisconsin , Ford has also lined up 
Oklahoma, Iowa State , Oregon 
State and Northern Iowa among 
others . 
Nine lettermen are in the fold 
for the 1977-78 season and they, 
along with several outstanding 
newcomers, will be looking to re-
verse the 7-9-1 record the Bu ck-
eyes earned last season . Ford is 
also counting on an improved Big 
10 f inish this year after a disap-
point ing eighth place f inish in his 
ti rst year. 
" There 's no question that we 
would like to improve our stand-
ing in the Big 1 O," Ford asserted. 
" I believe that our schedule will 
help us do that along with some 
better people wrestling for us this 
season ." 
Bruce Solomon 
An analysis of the Buckeyes by 
weight : 
118 - The leading candidate 
here appears to be 1972 Olympic 
Greco-Roman performer Wayne 
Holmes. He was just 3-4-1 a year 
ago, but should improve. Other 
candidates are Gary Gates, a for-
mer Ohio state AAA runner-up 
and Bob Shanklin . 
126 - Vic Ritchey, who missed 
all of last year with a knee injury is 
back , and will probably hold 
down this spot. He was 8-6 two 
seasons ago . If he falters , Ford 
can look to either freshmen Kent 
Parrill or Jeff Won or sophomore 
Bruce Gilson. 
134- Another wide open class , 
but Ford has two gems in AAA 
state champion Kelvin Irby and AA 
state titlist Tim Palermini , who 
should wage a strong battle for 
the starting spot. 
142 - Ford lost NCAA third 
place fin isher Andy DiSabato, but 
recruited an outstanding re-
placement in freshman Phil Ang-
Ii m , a former high school All-
America w ith great potential . 
Looking to bump Anglim will be 
freshmen Dave Brinton and Phil 
DiSabato, brother of Andy. 
150 - Co-captain Bruce Sol-
omon is back for his senior year 
after rolling up a 14-5-2 record a 
year ago. Dennis Lyberger, who 
wrestled on a limited basis at this 
spot last winter, is also a possibil-
ity. 
158 - Ford landed another top 
25 
recruit at this weight in junior col-
lege transfer Phil Roblee, a 1977 
NJCAA champion at Jamestown 
Community College. 
167 - Jay Greiner returns after 
missing most of last season with a 
knee injury. If he falters , Ford can 
look to either freshman Brian 
Grim or classmate Jim Kalin . 
177 - Sophomore Kent Brug-
geman , who was impressive as a 
freshman , is the leading candi-
date, but senior Dave Charles and 
freshman John Schultz , last 
year 's state AAA runner-up , will 
offer a stern challenge. 
190 - Should be one of the 
strongest weight classes for the 
Bucks. Dave Mulvin , the team 's 
heavyweight last season , has 
dropped down and the lighter 
weight should make him more ef-
fective . Jim Anderson, a soph , 
and Dave Johns, also figure in the 
plans as does Jeff Edelstein . 
HVY: With Mulvin dropping to 
190, Ford will look to freshman 
Luther Henson , a state AAA 
runner-up to fill the heavyweight 
gap . However, he will miss most 
of the early training because of 
football practice. 
Analysis: It will be a young , in-
experienced Buckeye squad , but 
one which should surprise a few 
people during the campaign. 
Coach Ford has a history of pro-
ducing winners , and with his new 
recruits , he should have the 
Buckeye program back in a win-
ning direction once again. 
Dave Mulvin 
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
BUCKEYE SPORTS CAMP!! 
June to August 
SEPARATE CAMPS FOR THE FOLLOWING SPORTS 
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GYMNASTICS 
TRACK & FIELD 
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D FOOTBALL D 
D TENNIS 
D WRESTLING D 
SOCCER 
ATHLETIC TRAINING 
HOCKEY 
The Ohio State Athletic Department invites you to be a part of some great summer fun and a worthwhile learning 
experience, the Buckeye Sports Camps. Instruction will be provided for school age youngsters by Ohio State University 
Head Coaches and their staffs. Many guest instructors will also be on hand to provide an opportunity to improve your skills 
in the sport of your choice. 
SPECIAL GUEST INSTRUCTORS - BUCKEYE VARSITY COACHES - INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION - FILMS -
LECTURERS- TOURNAMENTS- RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES - COMMUTER AND RESIDENT CAMPING AVAILABLE. ti> • 
For more information clip 
and write : 
Buckeye Sports Camp 
Athletic Department 
The Ohio State Univ. 
41 O W. Woodruff Ave. 
Columbus, Ohio 43210 
or Call : 
422-0765 
Please send me information concerning 
Buckeye Sports Camp 
NAME 
STREET ADDRESS 
CITY 
AGE SPORT 
TELE. 
STATE ZIP 
''Some Ohio State alumni are farther from the 
SO-yard line than others." 
But all have· that same · intense pride in Alma Mate~ ·that marks Buckeyes every-
where. That's why The Ohio State University Alumni Association-the official 
alumni organization-has more than 80,000 dues-paying members-and why it is 
the largest by far of all dues-paying alumni organizations in the world! Buckeyes 
grow everywhere-and the Alumni Association serves Buckeyes everywhere. 
Whether they 're at the game today-or cheering at some distant spot, Ohio 
State 's organized alumni have one overriding purpose: to help our Ohio State 
Univers ity. 
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AARON BROWN 
Aaron Brown , the Buckeyes superb middle 
guard , is one of 16 Oh io State sen iors who are mak-
ing their final home appearance in Ohio Stadium 
today. None will be missed more than the talented , 
hard working Brown, who has been a three-year 
starter for the Buckeyes. 
Called the quickest middle guard in OSU his-
tory, Brown is annually up among the team leaders 
in tackles , even though he is double teamed on al-
most every play. " I know of no greater tribute to a 
player than to double team him on every play," said 
Buckeye coach Woody Hayes. " Obviously, other 
teams respect Aaron a great deal. " 
An all-Big Ten pick last year and a certain re-
peater this year, the former Warren Western Reserve 
star currently has 74 tackles on the year, including 
seven sacks. 
He will be missed next year, because his kind of 
talent, consistent play and leadership ability are not 
easily replaced . 
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Dick Finn 
Baseball 
Charles Simonian 
Men 's Fencing 
J. R. Ables 
Women's Golf 
Sgt. Frank Harley 
Pistol 
John Daly 
Men's Tennis 
-
Eldon Miller 
Basketball 
W. W. (Woody) Hayes 
Head Football Coach 
Mike Willson 
Gymnastics 
Capt. Edward Wiehe 
Rifle 
Mary Raysa 
Women 's Tennis 
Debbie Wilson 
Women 's Basketball 
~ /> 
Jim McDonough 
Cross Country 
The Ohio State 
Coaching Staff 
Nancy Krattiger-Zillener 
Women 's Gymnastics 
Don Dungee 
Women 's Softball 
Frank Zubovlch 
Men's Track 
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Jerry Welsh 
Ice Hockey 
Dick Sloan 
Men's Swimming 
Suguru Furuichi 
Volleyball Coach 
Mamie Rallins 
Women 's Track & 
Cross Country 
Kit Boesch 
Women's Fencing 
Susie Atwood 
Women 's Swimming 
Susan Collins 
Women's Volleyball 
Ron O'Brien 
Diving 
Jim Brown 
Men's Goll 
Jerry Bell 
Lacrosse, Soccer 
Mary Jo Ruggieri 
Synchronized Swimming 
Chris Ford 
Wrestling 
The Third Generation Monte Carlo. A new dimension in affordable luxury. 
With immense pride, we present a trim and 
timely new edition of Chevrolet's personal 
luxury car: The Third Generation Monte Carlo . 
Although thoroughly redesigned, today's 
Monte Carlo retains the unique personality of 
Monte Carlos past. 
You see it dramatically reflected in the stately 
stance and sculptured sides. 
The new interior is a virtual "Driver's Suite" 
-with sumptuous cloths and carpets. 
tall windows. an impressive new instrument 
panel, and special Monte Carlo "touches" 
throughout. 
Available enhancements include a 
new roof with removable tinted-glass panels. 
The Third Generation Monte Carlo. 
Drive it soon. 
We think you'll be impressed. 
when Ohio State has the ball 
OFFENSE DEFENSE 
99 Jimmy Moore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LE 94 George Doehla ............. LE 
79 Chris Ward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LT 92 Al Leake ................... LT 
51 Mark Lang . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LG 76 Russ Compton ............ MG 
52 Tim Vogler .................. C 69 Craig Marks . ............... RT 
56 Ken Fritz .................. RG 31 Paul Varian . ............... RE 
70 Joe Robinson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RT 35 Joe Norman ............... LB 
87 Bill Jaco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RE 32 Doug Sybert ............... LB 
8 Rod Gerald ................ QB 48 Willie Wilson . .............. CB 
23 Ron Springs ............... TB 2 Dave Abrams . ............. CB 
11 Jim Harrell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FL 49 Tim McVay ................. ss 
34 Jeff Logan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FB 37 Dale Keneipp .............. FS 
THE BUCKEYES 
1 McKee p 21 R Johnson TB 42 W1lhs DB 62 E. Mills OT 81 Salen LB 
2 McEldowney PK 22 Allegro s 43 Murray TB 63 Bums OG 82 Barw1g TE 
3 Budd p 23 Springs TB 44 R Grifhn s 64 Miller OG 83 Hornik DE 
4 Burrows OB 24 K Jones FL 46 D Griffin s 65 Ferguson OT 84 Pauley SE 
5 Laughlin OE 25 Bell s 47 Donley FL 66 Hams OT 85 B Orosz LB 
6 S1rah1ne OB 26 Roche DB 48 Skillings DB 67 Beamon OT 86 Dixon DE 
7 Cas11gnola OB 27 Elhs DB 49 Jones FL 68 Saw1ck1 MG 87 Jaco TE 8 Gerald OB 28 Murphy DB 50 Deleone C 69 Andria OG 88 Allen DE 
9 Taylor OB 29 Bhnco LB 51 Lang OG 70 Robinson OT 89 Hunier TE 
10 Saunders s 30 Paylon FB 52 Ti Vogler C 71 Calo OT 90 Megaro LB 
11 Harrell FL 32 Dansie, DE 53 Poner C 72 Sullivan OT 91 Miller DE 
12 Guess DB 33 J Ep11ropoulos LB 54 Henson OT 73 Mackie OT 92 Laser OG 
13 Janak1evsk1 PK 34 Logan TB 55 A Brown MG 74 T Brown OT 93 Bach MG 
14 Schwartz s 35 Lee FB 56 FrilZ OG 75 Hulch1ngs C 94 Adkins LB 
15 Washing1on LB 36 Cousineau LB 57 Savoca OG 76 Burke OT 95 Faler DE 
16 Ross DE 37 Schneider FB 58 Waugh OG 77 Phillips OT 96 Cusick DE 
18 Volley FB 38 Campbell FB 59 E Ep11ropoulos OG 78 Cox OT 97 Te Vogler LB 
19 T Orosz PK 39 Ellison LB 60 Duhn OT 79 Ward OT 98 Kellum MG 
20 L Mills DB 41 Caruso DB 61 Medich OG 80 S10rer TE 99 Moore TE 
Coca-Cola and Coke are registe red lrade-marks which 1denl1fy !he same producl of The Coca-Cola Company 
when Indiana has the ball 
OFFENSE 
22 Keith Calvin ................ SE 
74 Charles Peal ...... ......... LT 
66 Jeff Phipps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LG 
50 Mark Heidel ................. C 
60 Gary Autry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RG 
72 Doug Peacock . . . . . . . . . . . . . RT 
81 Dave Harangody ........... TE 
16 Scott Arnett ............... QB 
44 Ric Enis ................... TB 
47 Markus Hardy ........ ... ... FL 
34 Tony D'Orazio .. . . ... ....... FB 
THE HOOSIERS 
1 sg1cer K 23 Hodge FS 42 Wingard 
2 A rams CB 25 Hopkins FB 43 Johnson 
3 KellOQl K 26 Dillingham FL 44 Ems 
4 Pennie FL 28 Burnell . TB 45 Barnes 
5 Freud K 29 Bowers TB 46 Alexander 
7 Corso SE 30 Etherton CB 47 Hardy 
10 Huck OB 31 Yanan DE 48 Wilson 
11 While FL 32 Sybert LB 49 McVay 
13 Grump ss 33 Lundy FL 50 Heidel 
14 Clifford QB 34 o·oraz10 FB 51 Tillery 
15 Devault QB 35 Norman LB 53 Deal 
16 Arnell QB 36 Arbuckle LB 54 Ramsey 
17 Zarlingo p 37 Kene,pg . FS 55 Wallace 
18 N1eberlein QB 38 Ehrens erger LB 56 Patton 
20 Swinehart CB 39 Stewart DE 57 Tillery 
21 Andrews CB 40 Darring TB SB D'Keele 
22 Calvin SE 41 Frye FB 59 Speer 
DEFENSE 
16 Paul Ross 
55 
67 
................. DE 
................ OT 
.............. MG 
............. OT 
71 Byron Cato 
Aaron Brown 
Eddie Beamon 
32 Kelton Cansler ............. DE 
36 Tom Cousineau ............ LB 
94 David Adkins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LB 
12 Mike Guess . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DB 
26 Thomas Roche . . . . . . . . . . . . . DB 
22 Joe Allegro .................. C 
44 Ray Griffin .................. S 
FB 60 Aulry G 77 Zilkowsk1 . T 
TB 61 McGee G 78 Latarola OT 
TB 62 Tallen MG 80 Fishel SE 
CB 63 Weissert MG 8 t Harangody TE 
ss 64 Johnson T BJ Powers DE 
FL 65 Colby G 84 Edgar TE 
CB 66 Phipps G 85 Rohan TE 
ss 67 Burel li T 86 Ames LB 
C 68 Nutz G 90 Fitzgerald OT 
LB 69 Marks OT 91 Taylor MG 
.C 70 Collins OT 92 Leake OT 
LB 71 Cross G 93 McCord TE 
C 72 Peacock T 94 Doehla DE 
MG 73 Ahltng T 95 DeBord DE 
LB 74 Peal T 97 nsdale . . OT 
. C 76 Comoton MG 99 Dailey OT 
C 
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF OHIO, COLUMBUS, OHIO 

REPRESENTING INDIANA 
JOHN W. RYAN 
President 
PAUL F. DIETZEL 
Athletic Director 
35 
DANIEL W. MILLER 
Faculty Representative 
LEE CORSO 
Football Coach 
74 
72 
16 
CHARLES PEAL 
Offensive Tackle 
DOUG PEACOCK 
Offensive Tackle 
SCOTT ARNETT 
Quarterback 
34 TONY D'ORAZIO Fullback 
66 
81 
44 
94 
JEFF PHIPPS 
Offensive Guard 
DAVE HARANGODY 
Tight End 
RICK ENIS 
Tailback 
~ 
GEORGE DOEHLA 
Defensive End 
36 
50 MARK HEIDEL Center 65 TERRY COLBY Offensive Guard 
The Hoosiers 
-- \ 
92 
83 
37 
AL LEAKE 
Defensive Tackle 
DAN POWERS 
Defensive End 
DALE KENEIPP 
Safety 
32 DOUG SYBERT Linebacker 35 
76 
67 
80 
RUSS COMPTON 
Middleguard 
ANGELO BURRELLI 
Offensive Tackle 
MARK FISHEL 
Split End 
JOE NORMAN 
Linebacker 15 
69 
61 
/ 
49 
CRAIG MARKS 
Defensive Tackle 
SAM McGEE 
Offensive Guard 
TIM McVAY 
Safety 
31 
58 
48 
BRETT DeVAULT 
Quarterback 64 MARK JOHNSON Offensive Tackle 
37 
PAUL VARIAN 
Defensive End 
BOB O'KEEFE 
Center 
WILLIE WILSON 
Cornerback 
2 DAVE ABRAMS Cornerback 
No . Name 
1 Jerry Spicer 
2 Dave Abrams•• 
3 Kevin Kellogg 
4 Ron Pennick 
5 David Freud* 
7 Steve Corso 
10 Chad Huck 
11 Madock White• 
13 Kevin Grump .. • 
14 Tim Clifford 
15 Brett Devault 
16 Scott Arnett • 
17 Dan Zarlingo••• 
18 Gene Nieberlein 
20 John Swinehart 
21 Brett Andrews 
22 Keith Calvin ••• 
23 Ron Hodge 
25 Rodney Hopkins 
26 Erron Dillingham 
28 Darrick Burnett** 
29 Jerry Bowers 
30 Scott Etherton 
31 Paul Varian 
32 Doug Sybert• 
33 Nate Lundy 
34 Tony D'Orazio* 
35 Joe Norman •• 
36 Aaron Arbuckle 
37 Dale Keneipp • 
38 Jim Ehrensberger 
39 Dave Stewart 
40 Al Darring 
41 Kevin Frye 
42 Dan Wingard 
43 Lonnie Johnson 
44 Ric Enis••• 
45 Nick Barnes• 
46 Chuck Alexander 
47 Markus Hardy 
48 Willie Wilson ••• 
49 Tim McVay••• 
Indiana Roster 
Pos. Ht. Wt . Age Yr. Hometown 
K 5-10 197 20 So . 
CB 6-1 181 20 Jr. 
K 6-0 191 19 So . 
FL 5-9 162 18 Fr. 
K 5-5 146 26 Sr. 
SE 5-11 158 18 So . 
OB 6-0 187 18 Fr. 
FL 5-10 175 21 Jr. 
SS 6-2 197 21 Sr . 
OB 6-1 202 18 Fr. 
a B 6-2 186 19 so . 
OB 6-3 198 20 Jr. 
P 6-3 190 21 Sr. 
OB 6-4 208 19 So. 
CB 6-0 172 20 Jr. 
CB 5-10 164 19 So . 
SE 5-10 178 21 Sr. 
FS 5-11 186 23 Sr. 
FB 5-7 201 20 Jr. 
FL 6-0 185 19 So . 
TB 5-11 182 21 Jr. 
TB 6-0 186 19 Fr. 
CB 5-7 173 19 So . 
DE 6-2 222 21 So. 
LB 6-2 
FL 6-0 
FB 6-0 
208 20 Jr. 
153 18 Fr. 
203 20 Jr. 
LB 6-1 212 21 Jr. 
LB 6-3 216 19 So . 
FS 5-9 162 20 Jr. 
LB 6-0 206 21 Sr. 
DE 5-10 222 19 So . 
TB 6-0 179 19 Fr. 
FB 6-0 213 19 Fr. 
FB 6-0 197 20 Jr. 
TB 6-1 190 18 Fr . 
TB 6-0 195 22 Sr. 
CB 5-10 172 22 Sr. 
SS 5-10 176 19 So . 
FL 5-11 186 23 Sr . 
CB 6-1 170 22 Sr. 
Hobart 
Troy , 0. 
Attica, N. Y. 
Chicago , Ill. 
Jerusalem, Israel 
Bloomington 
Indianapolis 
Indianapolis 
Troy , 0. 
Cincinnati, 0 . 
Evansville 
Columbus, 0. 
Lowellville , 0. 
Sykesville , Md . 
Fort Wayne 
Indianapolis 
Louisville , Ky . 
Gary 
Bloomington 
Dayton , 0. 
Gary 
Chapin , S.C. 
Indianapolis 
Garrett 
Lockport , Ill . 
Chicago , Ill. 
Chicago Hts ., Il l. 
Millersburg , 0. 
Greenwood 
Hialeah , Fla . 
Dayton , 0. 
Terre Haute 
Indianapolis 
Elwood 
Canonsburg , Pa . 
Akron , 0. 
Union City 
South Bend 
Mishawaka 
Lexington , Ky. 
Dayton , 0. 
SS 5-10 181 21 Sr. Kettering , 0. 
No . Name 
50 Mark Heidel * 
51 Steve Tillery 
53 Mark Deal 
54 Mark Ramsey 
55 James Wallace 
56 Mel Patton 
57 Brian Tillery 
58 Bob O'Keefe 
59 Kevin Speer 
60 Gary Autry• 
61 Sam McGee 
62 Terry Tallen 
63 Steve Weissert• 
64 Mark Johnson 
65 Terry Colby*• 
66 Jeff Phipps• 
67 Angelo Burelli * 
68 Pat Nutz 
69 Craig Marks** 
70 Ron Collins 
71 Mike Cross 
72 Doug Peacock* 
73 Gerhard Ahting 
74 Charles Peal ** 
76 Russ Compton••• 
77 Ron Zilkowski 
78 Bob Latarola 
80 Mark Fishel * 
81 Dave Harangody 
83 Dan Powers 
84 George Edgar••• 
85 Matt Rohan 
86 Mark Ames 
90 Charles Fitzgerald 
91 John Taylor 
92 Al Leake * 
93 Mike McCord* 
94 George Doehla*• 
95 Eric DeBord 
97 Brent Tisdale 
99 John Dailey 
*Indicates letter 
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Pos . Ht. Wt. Age Yr. Hometown 
C 6-0 
LB 6-1 
C 6-3 
LB 6-3 
C 6-2 
MG 5-9 
LB 6-2 
C 6-1 
C 6-4 
G 6-0 
G 6-3 
MG 6-0 
MG 6-0 
T 6-3 
G 6-1 
G 6-2 
T 6-1 
G 6-2 
OT 6-4 
OT 6-0 
G 6-0 
T 6-4 
T 6-5 
T 6-5 
MG 6-2 
T 6-5 
OT 6-2 
SE 6-0 
TE 6-4 
DE 6-5 
TE 6-5 
TE 6-4 
LB 6-1 
OT 6-2 
MG 6-1 
OT 6-3 
TE 6-4 
225 20 Jr. 
216 19 Fr. 
213 20 Jr. 
221 18 Fr. 
224 18 Fr. 
208 20 So. 
220 19 Fr. 
224 20 Jr . 
230 18 Fr . 
216 20 Sr. 
224 20 Jr. 
217 18 Fr. 
220 20 Jr . 
254 19 So . 
220 21 Sr. 
216 19 So . 
225 20 Sr. 
227 20 So . 
219 22 Sr. 
233 20 So. 
235 19 So. 
245 20 Jr. 
248 19 Fr. 
256 21 Sr . 
219 22 Sr . 
243 20 Jr. 
238 20 So. 
170 20 So. 
232 19 So. 
226 20 Jr. 
219 21 Sr. 
219 19 So . 
213 18 Fr . 
240 19 Fr. 
217 18 Fr. 
242 19 So . 
222 21 Sr. 
DE 6-3 216 21 Jr. 
DE 5-11 201 18 Fr. 
OT 6-4 222 18 Fr . 
OT 6-2 250 19 So. 
Cincinnati , 0. 
Indianapolis 
Hobart 
Dayton , 0. 
Cincinnati , 0. 
Milwaukee, Wis . 
Indianapolis 
Louisville , Ky . 
Evansville 
Fernandina Beach , Fla . 
Gary 
Hamilton , 0. 
Fort Wayne 
Cincinnati , 0. 
Danville , Ill . 
Evansville 
New Castle, Pa . 
Industry, Pa . 
Noblesville 
Gary 
Cincinnati , 0 . 
Greenfield 
Cincinnati , 0. 
Springfield , 0. 
Kettering , 0. 
Barrington . Ill . 
Gary 
Martinsville 
Whiting 
Vine Grove, Ky. 
Dayton , 0. 
Chicago , 111. 
London , 0. 
Traverse City , Mich. 
Fort Wayne 
St. Louis , Mo. 
Birmingham , Mich. 
Fort Wayne 
Gaston 
Cleveland , 0. 
Youngstown , 0. 
Visit Olds City 
Next to Penney 's Outlet Store 
5711 Scarborough Blvd . • Columbus , Ohio • 864-7500 
1-7 0 
Scarborough Blvd . 
--
JC Penney Key Olds 
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22 KEITH CALVIN Split End 
20 JOHN SWINEHEART Cornerback 
99 JOHN DAILEY Defensive Tackle 
/ 
28 DARRICK BURNETT Tailback 
77 
56 
25 
17 
RON ZILKOWSKI 
Offensive Tackle 
MEL PATTON 
Middle Guard 
RODNEY HOPKINS 
Fullback 
DAN ZARLINGO 
Punter 
40 
" 
~t· 
60 GARY AUTRY Offensive Guard 23 RON HODGE Safety 
The Hoosiers 
5 DAVID FREUD Kicker 13 KEVIN GRUMP Strong Safety 
<»MISS THAT TOUCHDOWN PASS? 
<» QUESTION A REFEREE'S CALL? 
<» FIND YOURSELF EXPECTING 
AN INSTANT REPLAY? 
Tune in tonight and every home-game Saturday night at 10:30 PM 
for complete coverage of exciting Buckeye Football action. 
Join Marv Homan calling the play-by-play and 
Kaye Kessler with color commentary. 
wosu~~ Broadcast on Public Television Stations CHANNELffiJI throughout Ohio via the 
COLUMBUS, OHIO Ohio Educational Broadcasting Network. 
and WPBO -TV Pew1wnouth. 0 Ch.,,,.. 42 
WCET Cincinnati WPTD Dayton WPTO Oxford WPBO Portsmouth 
WBGU Bowling Green WGTE Toledo WEAO Akron WNEO Youngstown 
WVIZ Cleveland 
This advertising not paid for with University Funds. 
at THE BLICK 
HORSE INN 
TBBILIII 
IISIIIII 
WANNA CHANGE 
IN ATMOSPHERE? 
For great food and good times 
1oin your friends at the Black 
Horse Inn . Don " t forget the 
finest Ohio State Buckeye 
Football Celebration is every 
football Saturday from 4 to 7 P.M. 
When all of our drinks a,.e one 
ridiculously low price. Come 
early! 
OUTDOOR DINING 
OPEN ON SUNDAY 
Just a short trot from 
the OSU and UA Stadiums 
North Star at N.W. Blvd. 
in the Northwest Gardens 
Apartments 
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1977 Ohio State Cheerleaders 
(L to R) Bridget Moury, Dean Oblonsky, Mary Major, Frank Lasduk, Margo Ridenour, Timothy Brooks, Lee Voeller, 
Kraig Tallman, Nancy Stickrath, Alan Ashworth , Dena Barry, Craig Miller, Ann Mclane, Mike Reid. 
Add leadership to 
your college schedule. 
College military science courses are courses in 
leadership development. They offer you man-
agement experiences which will benefit you in 
any career, civilian or military. 
You can take the first courses as a freshman or 
sophomore without obligation. Advanced 
courses, in your junior and senior years, lead you 
to a position of responsibility as an officer in the 
active Army or Reserves. 
As an Army ROTC student, you'll also have the 
opportunity to compete for 3 and 2-year full tui-
tion scholarships. And you'll earn nearly $2000 
during your last 2 years of college. 
Don't wait until after college to get practical 
management experience. Add leadership to your 
class schedule now. 
ARMY ROTC. 
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD. 
For details, contact: 
Stan Fronzaglia 
Captain, U.S. Army 
253 Converse Hall 
422-6075 
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Eat, 'Brink, 
and be fflerr~ 
For over 40 years, RANDVIEW INN has 
been one of America's finest restaurants 
Like fine wine, the I N has been 
perfected by age. You ' ll like the deli-
ciously prepared food at moderate prices. 
Private party rooms available. 
After the game, meet your friends at .. 
<5rand\1iero inn 
Known the world over 
for fine steaks 
ON THE FIELD . . . OR OFF 
IT TAKES TEAMWORK TO REACH YOUR GOAL 
At Equitable , we believe in teamwork-whether it's working with your Attorney and CPA on 
planning your estate, or helping you reach decisions on your life, health and business 
insurance plans. 
OUR PLAYBOOK INCLUDES 
Life Insurance 
Disability Income 
Retirement Plans 
Mortgage Protection 
Educational Plans 
Annuities 
Pension Plans 
Profit Sharing Plans 
Group Insurance for the Small and Large Fi rm 
Plans to Fund Business Agreements 
Call your Agent from The Equitable, today. We are an equal opportunity employer. 
THE JACKSON AGENCY 
180 EAST BROAD STREET, SUITE 1000 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215 
PHONE: (614) 224-5221 
Christopher M. Jackson, CLU 
Agency Manager 
The Equ itable Life Assurance Society of the United States. New York, N.Y. 
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Buckeyes Prominent On Hoosier Squad 
HOOSIERS NOW: 1st Row - Erron Dillingham, fl, Dayton Fairview; Mike Harkrader, tb, Middletown Fenwick; Willie 
Wilson, cb, Dayton Stebbins; Jim Kirwan, de, Worthington; Terry Tallen, lb, Hamilton Badin; 
2nd Row - John Dailey, dt, Youngstown Cardinal Mooney; George Edgar, te, Dayton Alter; Dan Zarlingo, p, 
Lowellville; Kevin Grump, ss, Troy; Russ Compton, mg, Kettering Fairmont East; Tim McVay, ss, Kettering Alter; Greg 
McIntosh, de, Middletown Monroe; Jim Ehrensberger, lb, Dayton Alter; Charles Peal, t, Springfield South; 
3rd Row - James Wallace, lb, Cincinnati Glen Este; Mark Ames, lb, London; Tim Clifford, qb, Cincinnati Colerain; 
Dave Abrams, cb, Troy; Mark Heidel, c, Cincinnati Moeller; John Giroux, de, Columbus Northland; Scott Arnett, qb, 
Columbus Walnut Ridge; Mike Cross, mg, Cincinnati LaSalle; Mark Ramsey, lb, Dayton Alter; Brent Tisdale, dt, 
Cleveland Shaw; Joe Norman, lb, Millersburg; Lonnie Johnson, tb, Akron North; Mark Johnson, g, Cincinnati Anderson, 
and Gerhard Ahting, t, Cincinnati Sycamore. 
Outnumbered only by native 
Hoosiers on Indiana 's football 
squad , Ohioans play a prominent 
role in Big Red football and today 
is a special sort of day for them , a 
homecoming , as it were , to the 
Mecca of Ohio football - the 
Ohio Stadium. 
No less than eight are starting 
and the total would be greater 
were it not for injuries. Starting on 
offense are Charley Peal at tackle, 
Springfield , Mark Heidel at center 
from Cincinnati and Scott Arnett 
at quarterback, from Columbus. 
And if injury had not felled Mike 
Harkrader , the Middletown 
freshman who became the Big 
Ten 's first freshman to run for 
1,000 yards , he 'd be virtually a 
certainty to open at tai I back. 
On defense it's Willie Wilson , 
Dayton , at one cornerback , and 
Dave Abrams, Troy, at the other ; 
Tim McVay, Kettering , at strong 
safety; Russ Compton , Kettering , 
44 
at middle guard, and Joe Norman, 
Millersburg , at a linebacker. Greg 
McIntosh , Middletown, was set to 
retain his defensive end assign-
ment before losing the season to 
injury. And Dan Zarlingo, Low-
ellville, does all the Hoosier punt-
ing. 
The regard in which they 're 
held by teammates is easily dis-
cerned in voting for co-captains. 
The four : Peal , Arnett , Norman 
and Mcvay. 
GO BUCKS 
«Xe~ $uci ;l'a,1~ - JReet ~otU 
f tie1Wt1 Eef ote a,iw a,f tet t& ~a,me a,t 
Bi II. J:af i , tta,oitwn,a,tf ~ Kn,ow11, 
M t& L,wtnati of SoutE ex,mptM a,t 
1573 Jl. X½JE Stwet. 
10 \?a,tietieJ of eofc) CDta,ft £Beet 
4uot 
Xt Sit& [Pt,zza, 
<9pen a,t 8:oo d.:JR. 0 11 :JC»ne ~ante SahtWa,f 
5'ot t.Btea_ftf a<>t a,no CDtt,&tn~ 
e.itr (jfka_o fot <9wet a,t 421-1436 
SEE YELLOW PAGES FOR OTHER LOCATIONS 
-----------------------------------------------
WIN A 10 SPEED SCHWINN BIKE 
JUST COMPLETE THIS COUPON AND RETURN IT TO OUR CAMPUS LOCATION 
DRAWING WILL BE HELD NOV. 25 
Name 
Address _________________ Phone 
Bicycle Purchased at Campus Bike Shop 
Your Choice of Color & Men or Women 's L _______________________________________________ J 
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FUTURE 
FOOTBALL 
SCHEDULES 
1978 
Sept. 16- Penn State 
Sept. 23- At Minnesota 
Sept. 30- Baylor 
Oct. 7- So. Methodist 
Oct. 14-AtPurdue 
Oct. 21 - Iowa 
Oct. 28 - Northwestern 
Nov. 4- At Wisconsin 
Nov. 11 - Illinois 
Nov. 18- At Indiana 
Nov. 25- Michigan 
1979 
Sept. 8 - Syracuse 
Sept. 15- At Minnesota 
Sept. 22- Washington State 
Sept. 29- At U.C.L.A. 
Oct. 6 - Northwestern 
Oct. 13- Indiana 
Oct. 20- Wisconsin 
Oct. 27- Michigan State 
Nov. 3- At Illinois 
Nov. 10- Iowa 
Nov. 17- At Michigan 
1980 
Sept. 13- Syracuse 
Sept. 20- Minnesota 
Sept. 27- Arizona State 
Oct. 4- U.C.L.A. 
Oct. 11 - At Northwestern 
Oct. 18- Indiana 
Oct. 25- At Wisconsin 
Nov. 1 - At Michigan State 
Nov. 8- Illinois 
Nov. 17-Atlowa 
Nov. 22 - Michigan 
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Ii DAN NON.YOGURT 
STORE 
•1 East Thirteenth Ave.• 
!ACROSS FROM OSUI 
DANNY·YQ®-Dannon Frozen Yogurt 
ALL NATURAL·NO ARTIFICIAL ANYTHING 
GO 
TO 
after the game 
Famous for CHINESE FOOD 
3130 Olentangy River Rd . 
bel w een W .N . Broadw ay & Dodridge 
261-1791 
Date OHIO STATE MINNESOTA 
Sept. 10 Miami (Fla.) W. Mich. 
Sept. 17 Minnesota Al OSU 
Sept. 24 Oklahoma U.C.L.A. 
Oct. 1 Al So. Meth. Washington 
Oct. 8 Purdue At Iowa 
Oct. 15 At Iowa N'western 
Oct. 22 At N 'western Michigan 
Oct. 29 Wisconsin Al Indiana 
Nov. 5 At llllnois Mich. St. 
Nov. 12 Indiana At Illinois 
Nov. 19 At Michigan Wisconsin 
1977 BIG TEN FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 
PURDUE 
Al Mich. St. 
Ohio Univ. 
Notre Dame 
Wake Forest 
At OSU 
Illinois 
Iowa 
At N'western 
Al Wisconsin 
Michigan 
At Indiana 
IDWA N'WESTERN MICH. ST. WISCONSIN ILLINDIS INDIANA MICHIGAN 
N'western At Iowa Purdue At Indiana Michigan Wisconsin At Illinois 
Iowa St. Al Ariz. St. Wash. St. Nor. Illinois Missouri Louisiana St. Duke 
Arizona N. Carolina Wyoming At Oregon Al Stanford Miami (0.) Navy 
Al U.C.L.A. At Wisconsin Notre Dame N'western Syracuse At Nebraska Tex. A. & M. 
Minnesota Indiana Michigan Illinois At Wisconsin At N'western At Mich. St. 
OHIO STATE At Minnesota At Indiana At Michigan At Purdue Mich. St. Wisconsin 
At Purdue OHIO STATE At Wisconsin Mich. St. Indiana At Illinois At Minnesota 
Al Michigan Purdue Illinois AIOSU At. Mich. St. Minnesota Iowa 
Indiana Al Michigan At Minnesota Purdue OHIO STATE Al Iowa N'western 
At Wisconsin Al Mich. St. N'western Iowa Minnesota Al OSU Al Purdue 
Mich. St. Illinois Al Iowa At Minnesota At N'western Purdue OHIO STATE 
SUPPORT THE BUCKS IN STYLE! 
* The OSU Bookstores located in the Drake Union 
and Fawcett Center for Tomorrow 
carry a complete li ne of sh irts , 
mugs, jackets, and other souvenir 
items. 
* Visit our stores before and 
after the home football games or 
shop at home by asking for our new 
souvenir catalog. 
Drake Union Bookstore 
1849 Cannon Drive 
Columbus, Ohio 43210 
(614) 422-1 239 
Fawcett Center for Tomorrow Bookshop 
2400 Olentangy River Road 
Columbus, Ohio 43202 
(614) 422-3540 
* Both stores are within easy walking distance 
of Ohio Stadium 
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY MARCHING BAND 
BEATLEMANIA 
FORMATIONS 
PREGAME: Traditional Ramp Entrance 
Flag Raising Ceremony 
IU 
Block Band 
Script Ohio 
HALFTIME: Entrance Drill 
Geometric Drill 
Concert 
Finale 
and MUSIC 
"Buckeye Battle Cry" 
"Star-Spangled Banner" 
" Indiana, Our Indiana" 
" I Wish" 
"Le Regiment" 
" Buckeye Battle Cry " 
Chimes and "Carmen Ohio" 
"Eleanor Rigby" 
"Beatles Medley" 
"Norwegian Wood" 
" Hey Jude" 
The Marching Band's newest release on the FSR Label is now available. "Buckeye Bandstand" contains all of 
the school songs (including " Hang On Sloopy"), marches, and con temporary arrangements. Pick up a copy after the 
game at the Ohio Stater's booth or order directly from the band: 1899 North College Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210. 
Cost i $7 .00 for record and $8.00 for stereo cassette or 8-track tapes. Add 50¢ per order for mailing. 
STAFF OF THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY MARCHING BAND 
Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paul Droste Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David Somerville 
Associate Director ......... ... .... . Jon Woods Announcer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edward Montgomery 
Assistant Director ............... Willie Sullivan Music Arrangers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard Heine 
Graduate Assistant .............. Jeffrey Keller John Tatgenhorst 
Student Assistant . . . . . . . . . . . . . Douglas Secrist Edward Montgomery 
Drum Major . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dwight Hudson James Swearingen 
Secretary . .. ................ . Christy Canaday 
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When O.S.U. wins, 
You win ... 
at McDonaldS® 
When the Bucks win this home game, 
redeem this page for a free regular 
12 oz. soft drink. If the Bucks win 
by 15 points, redeem this page for 
a free large order of french fries. 
If the Bucks win by 30 points 
Stadium Drive 
redeem this page for a free Big Mac:M 
Offer valid only when the Bucks 
Ohio Stadium 
Offer good only 
at these locations 
immediately after 
todays game. 
(-'Ad .. 
1972 N. 
High St. 
(-'Ad .. 
in the Ohio Union 
1739 N. High St. 
High St. 
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win, and only at these McDonald's 
locations: 1972 N. High St. , 
2823 Olentangy River Rd. and in 
the Ohio Union. 
Free regular soft 
drink for a win! 
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Free large french 
fries for a 15 pt. win! 
Free Big Mac 
for a 30 pt. win! 
One redemption per customer. 
BASKETBALL 
MEN 
Nov. 25 CAL STATE HAYWARD 
Nov. 28 MARSHALL 
Nov. 30 STETSON 
Dec . 3 At Vermont 
Dec . 14 CAL STATE POMONA 
Dec. 17 At Washington State 
Dec . 21 WEST VIRGINIA 
Dec . 28-29 At Louisville Invitational 
Jan . 5 WISCONSIN 
Jan . 7 IOWA 
Jan . 12 At Northwestern 
Jan . 14 At Minnesota 
Jan. 19 At Indiana 
Jan . 21 MICHIGAN 
Jan . 26 MICHIGAN STATE 
Jan . 28 At Illinois 
Feb . 2 At Purdue 
Feb . 4 ILLINOIS 
Feb. 9 At Michigan 
Feb . 11 PURDUE 
Feb. 16 INDIANA 
Feb . 18 At Michigan State 
Feb . 23 MINNESOTA 
Feb . 25 NORTHWESTERN 
Mar. 2 At Iowa 
Mar. 4 At Wisconsin 
Nov. 30 
Dec . 3 
Dec. 10 
Dec . 12 
Dec. 15-17 
Jan . 3 
Jan . 6-7 
Jan. 11 
Jan . 16 
Jan . 21 
Jan . 26 
Jan . 28 
Jan . 31 
Feb. 4 
Feb . 10-11 
Feb . 15 
Feb . 18 
Feb . 21 
Feb . 25 
Feb. 28 
Mar. 3-4 
Coach - ELDON MILLER 
Home Games at 7:30 p.m. 
WOMEN 
At Kentucky 
MARSHALL (7:30 p.m.) 
At Pittsburgh 
At Tennessee 
At Christmas Tournament , Columbus , Miss . 
MICHIGAN (7:30 p.m.) 
At Penn State Tournament 
At West Virginia 
ASHLAND (7:30 p.m.) 
At Indiana State 
TENNESSEE (5 :00 p.m.) 
At Western Michigan 
At Cincinnati 
NORTH CAROLINA (5:00 p.m.) 
Big Ten Championships at Minnesota 
EASTERN KENTUCKY (7 :30 p.m.) 
At lmmaculata College 
NORTHERN KENTUCKY (7 :30 p.m.) 
At Illinois State 
MICHIGAN STATE (7:30 p.m.) 
OAISW Tournament 
Coach - DEBORAH WILSON 
All Home Games In St. John Arena 
FENCING 
Jan . 7 
Jan . 14 
MEN 
ALUMNI (1 :00 p.m.) 
Jan . 21 
Jan . 28 
NORTH CAROLINA, WAYNE STATE AND 
BOWLING GREEN (10:00 a.m .) 
At Penn State with William Patterson 
At Cleveland Invitational 
Buckeyes 1977-78 
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Feb . 4 
Feb. 11 
Feb . 18 
Feb . 25 
Mar. 4 
Jan . 7 
Jan . 14 
Jan . 21 
Jan . 28 
Feb . 3 
Feb . 4 
Feb . 10 
Feb. 11 
Feb . 17 
Feb. 25 
Mar. 4 
Mar. 5 
At Detroit with Wisconsin and Michigan-Dearborn 
At Tri-State with Illinois 
At Michigan State with Notre Dame 
PURDUE, CLEVELAND STATE, CHICAGO AND 
WISCONSIN-PARKSIDE (10:00 a.m.) 
BIG TEN CHAMPIONSHIPS AT OHIO STATE (10 :00 a.m.) 
Coach - CHARLES SIMONIAN 
WOMEN 
(OSU lnvit.) 
WAYNE STATE, BOWLING GREEN , AND 
NORTH CAROLINA (10:00 a.m.) 
At Penn State Invitational 
4th ANNUAL OSU ROUND ROBIN (9:00 a.m.) 
At Bluegrass College Meet, Lexington , Ky. 
At Bluegrass Open , Lexington , Ky. 
At Northwestern with Chicago Circle 
At Wisconsin Invitational 
At New York City College 
At Brockport Invitational 
BIG TEN INVITATIONAL 
REGIONAL QUALIFYING MEET 
Coach - KEN BOESCH 
GYMNASTICS 
MEN 
Nov. 25-26 
Dec . 2-3 
Dec . 9-10 
Jan. 13-14 
At Mid-West Open , Chicago, Illinois 
At Ball State Classic, Muncie , Indiana 
At Colorado Open , Denver, Colo . 
At Big Ten Invitational, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
EASTERN MICHIGAN Jan . 21 
Jan . 27 
Jan . 28 
Feb . 3-4 
Feb . 11 
Feb . 15 
Feb . 17-18 
Feb . 24 
Feb . 25 
Mar. 3-4 
Mar. 10-11 
Dec . 10 
Jan. 7 
Jan . 14 
Jan . 21 
Jan . 28 
Feb . 4 
Feb. 10-11 
Feb . 18 
Feb. 25 
At Illinois St. at Normal with Indiana St. 
At Illinois with Wheaton 
MICHIGAN (1 :00 p.m.) 
MICHIGAN STATE (1 :00 p.m.) 
At Kent State 
At Indiana with Iowa 
At Slippery Rock/Minnesota 
At Chicago Circle 
BUCKEYE OPEN 
Big Ten Championships at Illinois 
Coach - MIKE WILLSON 
WOMEN 
At Eastern Kentucky 
At Bowling Green 
BALL STATE AND WISCONSIN-EAU CLAIRE (1 :00 p.m.) 
At West Virginia 
At Windy City Invitational , Chicago , Ill. 
INDIANA, EASTERN MICHIGAN AND MIAMI (1 :00 p.m.) 
Big Ten Championships at Iowa 
ILLINOIS STATE, YOUNGSTOWN STATE AND 
LOUISVILLE (1 :00 p.m.) 
OAISW Meet at Kent State 
Coach - NANCY KRATIIGER-ZILTENER 
All Home Meets in Larkins Hall 
Winter Sports Schedules 
ICE HOCKEY 
Oct. 21-22 YORK UNIVERSITY 
Oct . 29 ALUMNI GAME 
Nov. 4-5 PROVIDENCE 
Nov. 11-12 NORTHERN MICHIGAN 
Nov. 18-19 VERMONT 
Nov . 27-28 UNIV. OF PENNSYLVANIA 
Dec . 2-3 ST . LOUIS 
Dec. 9-10 At Western Michigan 
Dec . 20-21 At Minnesota 
Dec . 28 ,29-30 At RPI Tournament 
Jan . 6-7 At Bowling Green 
Jan. 13-14 At Lake Superior 
Jan . 20-21 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Jan . 26-27 At St. Louis 
Feb . 3-4 LAKE SUPERIOR 
Feb. 10-11 BOWLING GREEN 
Feb . 17-18 At Northern Michigan 
Feb. 24 At Union College 
Feb . 25 At Elmira College 
Mar. 3,4-5 C.C.H.A. 1st Round Playoff 
Coach - JERRY WELSH 
All Home Games at 7:30 p.m. 
SWIMMING 
MEN 
Oct. 21 SCARLET AND GRAY (7:30 p.m.) 
Nov. 11 SCARLET AND GRAY (7:30 p.m.) 
Nov . 18 ALABAMA (7:00 p.m .) 
Dec . 2 CINCINNATI (7:00 p.m.) 
Dec. 3 OHIO STATE RELAYS (1 :00 p.m.) 
Dec. 13 At Miami , Fla . 
Jan . 6 At Purdue 
Jan . 7 At Indiana 
Jan . 14 At Pittsburgh 
Jan . 20 MIAMI (7:00 p.m .) 
Jan . 28 CLEVELAND STATE (2 :00 p.m.) 
Feb . 4 At Michigan State 
Feb . 10 OHIO UNIVERSITY (7:00 p.m.) 
Feb . 11 MICHIGAN (3 :00 p.m.) 
Feb. 18 KENYON (2:00 p.m.) 
Mar. 2-4 BIG TEN CHAMPIONSHIPS AT OHIO STATE 
Mar. 23-25 NCAA At California State Univ. 
Swimming Coach - DICK SLOAN 
Diving Coach - RON O'BRIEN 
WOMEN 
Nov. 5 At Bowling Green Relays 
Nov . 11 AtPurdue 
Nov . 12 At Indiana 
Dec . 3 At Illinois 
Jan. 7 MICHIGAN STATE AND WRIGHT STATE (2:00 p.m .) 
Jan . 14 WEST VIRGINIA (2 :00 p.m.) 
Jan . 21 At Cincinnati Invitational 
Jan . 28 At Pittsburgh 
Feb . 3 At Bowling Green 
Feb . 24-26 OAISW Meet at Cincinnati 
Feb . 16-18 Big Ten Championships at Illinois 
Coach - SUSIE ATWOOD 
All Home Meets in Peppe Aquatic Center 
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SYCHRONIZED SWIMMING 
WOMEN 
Jan. 7 At Bowling Green Figure Invitational 
Jan. 21 5th ANNUAL COLLEGE ASSOCIATION MEET 
Feb . 4 At Eastern Michigan Invitational 
Feb . 18 At Michigan Invitational 
Feb. 25 OAISW MEET 
Mar. 11 At Geneseo Invitational 
Mar. 17-18 At Arizona Invitational 
Coach - MARY JO RUGGIERE 
All Home Meets in Peppe Aquatic Center 
TRACK 
MEN 
Jan . 14 SCARLET & GRAY (1 :30 p.m.) 
Jan . 21 MICHIGAN STATE & CORNELL (1 :30 p.m.) 
Jan. 28 TENNESSEE & PENN STATE (1 :30 p.m.) 
Feb . 4 At Indiana Relays 
Feb . 11 At Michigan State Relays 
Feb . 24 10th ANNUAL USTFF (7:00 p.m.) 
Feb . 25 INVITATIONAL MIDWEST 
CHAMPIONSHIPS (1 :30 p.m.) 
Mar. 3-4 Big Ten Championships at Purdue 
Jan . 
Jan . 
Feb . 
Feb . 
Feb . 
Mar. 
Coach - FRANK ZUBOVICH 
WOMEN 
21 osu INVITATIONAL (9:30 a.m.) 
28 LADY BUCKS RELAYS (9 :30 a.m.) 
4 At Pittsburgh Invitational 
11 At Illinois State 
25 USTFF 
4 Big Ten Championships at Wisconsin 
Coach - MAMIE RALLINS 
All Home Meets in French Field House 
WRESTLING 
Dec . 2-3 At R.I.T. Invitational Tournament , Rochester, N.Y. 
Dec. 7 OREGON STATE (8:00 p.m.) (Larkins Hall) 
Dec . 10-11 At Lock Haven Invitational Tournament , 
Lock Haven , Pa . 
Dec . 15 At Clarion State 
Dec . 28-29 At Orange Bowl Open , Miami , Fla . 
Jan . 4 OKLAHOMA (8:00 p.m .) 
Jan . 7 INDIANA STATE (2 :00 p.m.) 
Jan. 11 COLORADO (8 :00 p.m.) 
Jan . 14 INDIANA AND NEBRASKA AT OMAHA (12 :30 p.m.) 
Jan. 19 At Northwestern (8:00 p.m.) 
Jan . 21-22 OHIO STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS (9 :00 a.m.) 
Jan . 28 At Michigan with Illinois 
Feb. 1 CLEVELAND STATE (7:30 p.m.) 
Feb . 4 At Purdue 
Feb . 5 At Wisconsin 
Feb . 8 ATHLETICS IN ACTION (8:00 p.m.) 
Feb . 10 At Iowa State 
Feb . 11 At Drake University 
Feb . 12 At Northern Iowa 
Feb . 17 At Michigan State 
Feb . 19 MINNESOTA (2 :00 p.m.) 
Feb . 25 At Pittsburgh 
Feb . 3-4 Big Ten Championships at Michigan 
Coach - CHRIS FORD 
S-weet deal from Ponderosa! 
FREE 
DESS 
Bring your program 
to Ponderosa and 
show us this page. 
Order any of our de-
licious steak or sea-
food dinners, and we'll 
give you a free dessert 
of your choice. Now more 
than ever, Ponderosa is the 
place to be after the game! 
Limit one dessert 
per ad presented. 
Off er good thru 
November 30, 1977 
PONDERaA® 
SQUARE MEAL·SQUABE DEAL 
Enjoy our Salad Bar! 
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3875 s. High 
2330 S. Morse 
4720 S. Reed 
2441 S. Hamilton 
837 S. Hamilton 
355 Georgesville 
1671 E. Dublin-Granville 
osu 1977 
for Memorable 
DAYS 
Brunch &Bus 
Special. Call for 
reservations and get a 
delectable Brunch for one 
low price , followed by a 
ride to and from the game 
with fellow fans. Our 11 :00 
a.m. buffet includes : fruit 
compote , juices, Danish 
pastry, eggs, tomatoes , 
bacon , country style 
sausage, beef hash , 
puddings, fried potatoes, 
ham , creamed chicken , 
creamed chipped beef. 
Call Before The N'eA-'i 
Game For Reser-
vations: 488-0795. 
Free Parking BankAmericard 
WINNING 
THE GAME 
of successful communication requires a 
team of special people ... you and 
West-Camp Press, Inc. 
Why not let a member of our team of 
print specialists show you how 
West-Camp Press can help you score 
and win with your printing needs. 
West-Camp Press, Inc. 
39 Collegeview Rd. Westerville, Ohio 43081 
(614) 882-2378 
for Memorable 
NIGHTS 
Dinner and Drinks. 
Our famous Italian 
Cuisine and lobster tails , 
strip steak, broiled 
shrimp , pork chops. After 
dinner, visit our Garden 
of Eden Lounge for 
healthy spirits and relax-
ing entertainment. 
MINUTES AWAY 
FROM 0.5.U.! 
Presutti 's Villa Ristorante 
1692 W. 5th Ave. , 
Columbus, Ohio 43212 
Phone : 488-0795 
Master Charge American Express 
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Outlook Bright for Lady Cagers 
With six returning players from last 
year 's varsity squad , and an excep-
tional freshman class, fortunes for the 
Ohio State women 's basketball team 
appear bright for the 1977-78 season. 
Under the tutelage of Debbie Wil-
son , the varsity posted a 21-7 record a 
year ago and won the Ohio state col-
legiate title for the fifth straight sea-
son and the Big 10 championship for 
the second straight year in succes-
sion . 
Starting her sixth year at OSU , Wil-
son welcomes back a trio of senior 
starters from the 76-77 squad led by 
6-2 senior captain June Brewer. A 
three-year letter winner, Brewer will 
be joined by forwards Martha Baker 
and Kathy Gordon . 
Brewer led the Lady Buckeyes in 
scoring last winter with a 12.6 average 
and grabbed 7.8 rebounds per outing . 
Baker, a strong offensive player, av-
eraged 12.0 points and 7.2 rebounds a 
game, while Gordon , a two-year start-
er , hit at a 9.7 clip . 
Sophomores Kim Jordan and Cathy 
June Brewer returns for her senior 
year with the Lady Buckeyes. Brew-
er led the Buckeyes in scoring and 
rebounding last year. 
Kathy Gordon averaged 9.7 points a game last year and handed out 50 
assists. 
Bennett both played a good deal last 
winter and will once again be valuable 
contributors at forward and guard , 
respectively. An exceptional jumper, 
Jordan averaged 9.5 rebounds per 
game to lead the team in that depart-
ment, and Bennett had 60 steals to 
pace tt"ie varsity in that category. 
However, much of the optimism for 
the upcoming season is being gener-
ated by OSU 's fine freshman class 
which is led by 6-4 center Cindy No-
ble. She led her school (Adena H.S.) 
to the Ohio state Class A title and is 
expected to be a fine offensive player. 
She earned high school All -America 
notice last year. 
Frani Washington , who led her 
Woodward High School team to the 
Ohio AAA crown , is expected to con-
tribute at forward as will Edith 
Thompson , a standout from Shaker 
Heights, 0 . 
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Debbie Williams brings a 30-point-
per game scoring average from Niag-
ara Falls, N.Y. to the Buckeye front-
court and Ann Dooley, a guard , had a 
fine career at Cranford (N .J.) High 
School. 
The Lady Buckeyes will once again 
face a tough schedule with the likes of 
Tennessee, a third place finisher in 
the AIAW championships a year ago. 
lmmaculata, another national power, 
also appears on the slate as do North 
Carolina, Michigan State, Kentucky 
and Illinois State. In addition , the 
Lady Buckeyes will participate in 
tournaments at Mississippi University 
for Women in December and at Penn 
State in January . The former lists 
such schools as Tennessee, Stephen 
F. Austin , Tennessee Tech and Pitt , 
while the latter will include Penn 
State , Southern Connecticut and 
Texas (Austin) . 
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Bands brighten up half times 
John Philip Sousa would be proud. 
The " March King" died in 1932, but 
now, 4½ decades later, high-stepping, 
fancy-dressed marching bands are still 
playing his mu ic to the enjoyment of 
gatherings up to 105,000 people. 
The bands still play his "Washing-
ton Post March," "El Capitan" and 
"The Star· and Stripes Forever," but 
Sousa would be even more amazed to 
hear what groups of as many as 250 or 
300 co llege men and women do with all 
styles of music-from Bach to rock. 
Really, every Saturday afternoon is 
a tribute to Sousa as co llege bands 
brighten up half-time intermissions of 
football games from Portland, Maine, 
to Portland, Oregon . 
Directors like Dr. Jim Fergu on at 
Alabama and Professor George Ca-
vender at the University of Michigan 
put their squads thrnugh paces every 
bit as rigorous and time-consuming as 
do Bear Bryant and Bo Schembechler, 
the football coaches at the same in ti-
tutions. 
Directors don't recruit 
And they do it with whatever talent 
show up. College directors don't go 
out and scout high schools for a fleet 
flute .... or a swift Sousaphone .... or 
a lonesome glockenspiel. 
Nor are the band overloaded with 
music majors as one might suspect. 
Half of the members of Ken Bloom-
quist 's band at Michigan State Uni-
versity, which is up to 300 persons this 
year, are music majors, but only 25 per 
cent of the 250-piece Univer ity of 
Michigan band are speciali t . 
At 'Barna, the band has grown to 276 
musicians .... "plus we have 20 
majorettes and 16 flag carriers. It's the 
largest band in the South," Dr. Fergu-
son says proudly. 
It is a point of pride in the student-
run Stanford University band that 
music majors are a rarity. "We only 
had two last year .... and that was the 
most in two years, " manager Rich 
John on pointed out. 
'Million Dollar Band' 
Gimmicks are as vital for band · as 
they used to be for stripteasers. 
The Alabama band is labeled "The 
Million DolJar Band ," dating to a 
football game against Fordham back 
in the '30 . 
Somebod y-it may have been 
Grantland Rice-wrote that "The Al-
abama team didn't look good, but its 
band looked like a million dollars." 
Fortunately for Crimson Tide fans, 
Bear Bryant has brought the football 
program up to the band's high stan-
dards. 
Purdue 's team has its ups and 
downs but few complain about the 
quality of the Boilermaker ' "Golden 
Girl" majorette; and, of course, Pur-
due also boasts the world ' largest 
drum (although the Texas band would 
like to ca ll for a measurement) . 
Michigan State zips onto the fi eld in 
a kick-step-a quick stutter-step ca-
dence which sets the partan band 
apart. 
The Ohio State band, an all-bras 
organization, pells out " 0-h-i-o" in 
cript with the tuba player cermon-
iously dotting the "i," normally with-
out falling flat on his Sousaphone. 
Stanford entertainers unique 
Then there is the Stanford band, a 
renegade outfit that is a gimmick all in 
itself, albeit very entertaining. 
The erstwhile fight song at Stanford 
is "Come Join the Band," so they did .. 
.. some 170 fun-loving musician who 
don 't dress in uniforms, scramble 
rather than march and base their 
halftime themes on campus or war 
issues or political satire. 
They don't even have a director, per 
se. Dr. Arthur Barnes leads them in 
the National Anthem, then Jets them 
do their thing. What that is, is some 
usually controversial material led by 
the band manager, currently Rich 
Johnson , a junior chemistry major 
from Scottsdale, Arizona. 
"We're a very loose organization 
called "SMUT" (Stanford Marching 
Unit Thinkers) ," Johnson said. "We 're 
just a co llection of rowdies who collect 
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over beer and hack out a show for the 
next week. 
"We had 230 people audition last 
year. Musica l ability is the cri terion ; 
but if he can't play, we make him a 
mugwump-he can play beer can or 
whatever." 
As you might su pect, reaction to 
their sometimes zany hows is mixed. 
They even changed for all in tents and 
purposes, the school song to" All Right 
Now," a top-40 tu ne of early '70 vin-
tage. 
"We had some bad press, but stu-
dents like us since we've been in a 
couple of Rose Bowls," J ohnson said . 
"We're accepted now and get a lumni 
support . Oh, we still get letters saying 
we're disgu t ing or that we're "the 
Communist influence in America," but 
that type i less now. 
No nonsense at Michigan 
There is no such nonsense at Michi-
gan, for example, where Cavender (a 
former Marine tank officer who saw 
action at Bougainville, Guam and Iwo 
Jima) looks for all the world like 
Meredith Willson 's Professor Harold 
Hill cajoling the U-M band to implore 
it "Victors." 
" I learned a lot about esprit de corps 
in the Marines," Cavender says. " It 's 
quite a motivating force in any group, 
and attitude is the most important 
thing in a band. That's the director's 
responsibility." 
"There are no bad band ," Cavender 
theorizes, "only bad conductors." 
At many major college games, the 
battle of bands at half time is an 
integra l part of the day. Southern 
observers say the duel between Ala-
bama and Tennessee band is often as 
great as the game. 
"Sure, we get 'up' for Michigan ," 
says M U's Bloomquist. "We have our 
archrivals. They correspond pretty 
much to those of the football team." 
Michigan's Cavender said the pre-
game feeling at Ann Arbor was hard to 
assess. " I don 't know whether it's just 
the ten ion of the game I'm feeling .... 
because I certainly get wound up for 
particular games, like Ohio State and 
Michigan State." 
" I really haven 't had to get these 
kids excited about a game for the last 
several years." 
That could be because of the steady 
diet of victorie at Ann Arbor in the 
Schembechler era and the crowds of 
up to 105,000 cheering the band 's ap-
pearance from the tunnel. 
As they play at Stanford, "Come 
Join the Band" .... well , at lea t, come 
and listen-and enjoy. John Philip 
Sousa certainly would. 
Gladieux 
Foods 
Serving your needs 
• 
,n 
Ohio Stadium 
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Biggest neutral site 
Chicago's Soldier Field 
On the south side of Chicago, braced by Lake 
Michigan's chill breezes and silhouetted against the 
skyline of The Loop, sits the biggest neutral football 
field in the nation. 
Its name is Soldier Field, and you can count on the 
fingers of one hand the names of football superstars 
who have not made at least one appearance in the 
venerable lake-front tadium at some point of their 
career . 
For nearly a half-century, until economics forced its 
demise in 1976, the college all-star football game 
brought the greatest players in college football into 
Soldier Field to meet the professional champions. 
Army and Navy battled to a 21 -21 tie in 1926 at 
Soldier Field. Gene Tunney won a 10-round decision 
over Jack Demp ey in 1927 in the controversial "long 
count" fight under the Chicago stars. Notre Dame was 
a frequent visitor to Soldier Field in the '20s and '30s, 
although the Irish haven 't returned since they were 
tied by Great Lake , 13-13, in 1942. 
Sixty years ago, Lake Michigan covered the spot 
where Soldier Field now stands and, to some detrac-
tors, it would be a blessing if a tidal wave sent the 
ancient arena tumbling to the depths. Since it was 
built in the 1920s a a memorial to World War I 
heroes, Soldier Field frequently has been criticized for 
poor sight lines, faulty illumination, and slipshod 
maintenance. 
But the proud old structure still stands there, 
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throwing open its rusty gates to high school, collegiate 
and professional athletes and entertainers. 
Realistically, despite its faults, Soldier Field must 
be recognized as one of the greatest stadiums of all 
time because of its capacity to house great spectacles. 
The huge arena once accommodated 115,000 for a 
Chicago high chool football game (between Austin 
and Leo) in 1937! The stadium has since been stream-
lined to eliminate undesirable seat locations, however; 
and the Chicago Bears, the present tenants, now play 
to a compact house of 55,000. 
Included in the impressive list of events which dot 
Soldier Field's history are intercollegiate and Olympic 
track and field meets (including the 1959 Pan-Ameri-
can games), polo, rodeos, circuses, music festivals and 
pageants, religious and patriotic gatherings, thrill 
shows, road shows, international soccer games and 
auto races. President Franklin D. Roosevelt once 
addressed a Soldier Field rally in 1944, and the 
turnstiles were turned off after the first 100,000 
boosters surged in. One estimate is that 250,000 
partisans squeezed in for that event. 
Knute Rockne, the late Notre Dame coach, once 
passed up an Irish game to come to Soldier Field and 
watch Army play Navy. On the same day in which the 
service academies tied, 21-21, in Chicago in 1926, 
Rockne's undefeated team traveled to Carnegie Tech 
with an assistant coach at the helm. Rockne learned 
by telegram in the fourth quarter that Notre Dame 
had lost, 19-0. 
THE NEIL HOUSE 
Ohio's Greatest Convention Motor Hotel Proudly Presents 
ffie CapitoQ CRoom Erery Day Breakfast i a m followed b~ · · 
L~nch and 
After the game, plan to spend a winning evening in the new Capitol 
Room. Visit our fabulous Saturday night buffet (6 p.m.-9 p.m.). Or, if 
you prefer, make a leisurely selection from our menu of elegant dinners 
until 11:30 p.m. Also, enjoy listening- and dancing to the music of the 
Sonia Modes Trio entertaining 7:30 p.m. -12:30 a.m., Tuesday thru 
Saturday. 
Dumer 5·3(] 
' · P,m, 
Lil'e Enterta · 1·3(] 1nment 
P·: p.m. , Walter Knick 1ano Bar 
Mon.·Sat. 
Sunday Brunch-Buffet is served from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Bar opens at 1 
p.m. and dancing after 6 p.m. Dinner is served through 10 p.m. ~nia .ltodes Trio i:30 P,m,./2:30 a 
ffie CRed ~iOt'l (Lower Arcade, Mon.-Fri.) Tues. ·Sun. .m. 
During the week enjoy informal dining in the Red Lion. Continental Breakfast, 8-11 a.m. 
Lunch, 11 a.m. -3 p.m. Bar Service, 11:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m. 
• • jr. • • 
• I • 
. i®ii The Neil House Motor Hotel 
. ~ . 41 S. High St . ... Opposite the Capitol ... (614) 221-5221 Free parking for Capitol Room Dinner patrons and overnight guests. 
PACESETTER - Ohio State's outstanding distance 
runner Steve Crane led the Buckeyes to a second place 
finish at last week 's Big Ten Cross Country Cham-
pionships. A sophomore from Brisbane, Australia , Crane 
finished third individually, turning in a time of 24 :30 in the 
8,000 meter race. The winning time was 24 :14. Two other 
OSU sophomores, Paul Roberts and Lyle Braund , finished 
in the top ten for Coach Jim McDonough. Roberts was 
sixth and Braund eighth . 
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~~- 1978 CHAMPIONSHIP 
~"1~ CALENDAR ... the ONLY 
major sports calencuar! 
(! i 
..Iii. ' . --
. ~ . -,,, ; 1978 Championship Sports Calendar is 
a
' the only sports calendar which notes every 
major professional and amateur champion-
ship event (football, golf, auto racing, tennis, 
I 
NCAA's, etc.); where it is located and whether 
it is televised. 
• 12 Full Color Action Photos of your 
favorite athletes accent each month, (suit· 
able for framing). 
• Makes a very unique gift ... father, 
" .-, ~-\ moth.er, son, offic~. sch~ol. . 
~J . ·· • This calendar 1s available by mail 
, 
· · order only! 
• To order, please send check or 
money order for $4.95 to 
CHAMPIONSHIP CALENDARS 
P.O. Box 9807/Columbus, Ohio 43206 
(INCLUDES OHIO STA TE FOOTBALL SCHEDULE} 
v.,~ 
~<:> ..::,~ ,,,..~ 
0 IO _,() ' 
.... «.,'- ..i. . 
NAME ____________ _ 
'?'" <:>"' 
C, "0 
ADDRESS ___________ _ 
CITY, STATE, ZIP _________ _ 
Block O Celebrates 39th Birthday 
This year is the 39th Anniversary of Block " O", 
the official card flashing and cheering section at the 
Ohio State University. Block " O" was founded in 
1938 by Clancey Isaac, head of the O.S.U. cheer-
leading squad. 
The Block, which is located in the closed end of 
the stadium, has a membership of 1,500 students, 
ranking it among the largest card flashing and 
cheering sections in the country. Membership in 
Block " O" is open to any fulltime O.S.U. student. 
This year's Executive Head is Doug Collier, 
President of Block " O". Directing the card flashing 
and cheering is Denise Dembinski , Vice President 
(Football) . 
The Block " O" members receive individual 
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computer printed instructions by seat number. The 
instructions involve matching a stunt variable with a 
call variable to determine which color is to be used. 
Every instruction sheet has 40 possible card ar-
rangements which each produce a picture or mes-
sage. By calling out a stunt number and a call num-
ber, one of these colorful designs is produced . 
When a card stunt is not being done, the word 
" OHIO", partially enclosed by a picture of the state 
of Ohio, is produced by red or white pullover capes 
worn by Block " O" members. 
Block " O" is currently searching for informa-
tion concerning our Alumni Officers, to aid in the 
planning of a 40th year Anniversary Reunion. Please 
contact: Block " O" , Box 77, 1739 North High Street, 
Corumbus, Ohio 43210. 
The Hodak RII-Rmerica Team 
It's one of the oldest and smallest 
teams in college football. It doesn't 
have a win-loss record. It doesn't 
set rushing records, and it has 
never scored a touchdown. Yet. at 
the end of the 1977 season, the 
Kodak All-America Team will be 
the number one team in college 
football. 
What this team will have is the 22 
very best players of the season. 
Twenty-two men who have earned 
the right to be called All-American. 
No amount of popularity or publicity 
can put a player on this team if he 
doesn't deserve to be there. It is a 
distinction which is earned with 
outstanding ability, sportsmanship 
and leadership. And these players 
have to prove themselves to the 
toughest coaches of all, the Ameri-
can Football Coaches Association. 
The Kodak All-America Team is 
The IQ77 Noclak 1111-Rmericans 
... Match for them. 
KODAK SPORTS PROGRAM 
the only team which represents the 
choice of the more than 2,000 col-
lege and university coaches who 
are the American Football Coaches 
Association. Their standards are 
exacting, for this is a team that for 
88 years has included the greatest 
names in college football. 
The1977 Kodak All-America Team 
has yet to be selected. The field is 
large, for there are more than 12,000 
players from which to choose. But 
when the season ends, a handful of 
men will have distinguished them-
selves, and earned the honor of 
being on the number one team in 
college football. 
Teaching excellence 
-
a Buckeye tradition 
The University annually presents several $1,000 
Alumni Awards for Distinguished Teaching, sponsored 
by the Alumni Association and the Development Fund, to 
recognize and give evidence of the importance placed 
on superior teaching at Ohio State and to provide en-
couragement and incentive for teaching achievement. A 
committee that included student, faculty and alumni 
members selected this year's eight winners based on 
nominations from those same groups. Two of Ohio 
State 's 1977 Distinguished Teachers are profiled here. 
William Berry 
Helen Swank 
" You need to give a class good ma-
terial and then get out of the way and 
let them go at it. " 
That's one way to foster class dis-
cussion , says William L. Berry, assis-
tant professor of management sc i-
ence and winner of a 1977 Distin-
guished Teaching Award . 
Dr. Berry stresses class part icipa-
tion . " I don 't believe that students will 
learn to think in terms of real-life bus-
iness problems by attending class 
and taking notes ," he said . " Accord-
ingly, I don 't lecture, or at least I try 
not to. I get the students involved in a 
l ively discussion , allowing them to 
bring out the important lessons in 
each day 's case." 
Dr. Berry, a faculty member since 
1975, received his Ph.D. from Harvard 
Business School. He believes that 
learning administrative skills is more 
effective when structured as a par-
ticipative experience. 
" Most of their learning comes from 
Helen Swank keeps her classes 
moving fast and sends the students 
out feeling they have learned some-
thing that day. 
" It 's an important part of teaching 
motivation and it makes it exciting 
both for me and the students," she 
says. 
Ms. Swank, an assistant professor 
who teaches music education and 
performance and heads the voice 
area in the School of Music, has won a 
1977 Distinguished Teaching Award . 
To be an exciting teacher, she says, 
requires a lot of energy , whether 
teaching a single student in her office 
or a class of 18 voice students. 
" You have to be up , whether the 
kids are or not ," she said . " The 
teacher has to pretend the weather 
isn 't muggy and make the students 
feel it was worth their time to come. 
" We are lucky in the School of Mu-
sic. One of the things we have going 
for us is our smaller classes. With 
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their own contributions to discus-
sion ," he said . " Students learn more 
and retain more this way than in a 
straight lecture-type course . This 
kind of learning increases the stu-
dent's self-awareness and , I feel , abil-
ity to approach and resolve complex 
unstructured problems of the sort 
they will encounter throughout their 
business careers. 
" In a group d iscussion ," he added , 
" the instructor plays a crucial role as 
listener. Most importantly, he must 
respect every student contribution 
and take it seriously. If he doesn 't , 
discussion will dry up. The instructor 
must also try to anticipate different 
directions discussion might take , 
providing subtle gu idance by inter-
jecting questions and comments. 
" Group discussion sharpens a stu-
dent's thinking and verbal skills," he 
said . " I can tell a class is developing 
properly when they start to force each 
other to justify a position ." 
smaller classes, teachers get to know 
the students and their problems. That 
makes the difference. " 
Her classes include students rang-
ing widely in ability , some specializ-
ing in a particular instrument, some 
including voice majors as well . 
" They can be trombone or piano 
players , but the school maintains 
music educators need a wide experi-
ence that will enable them to help 
students in varied ways," Ms. Swank 
said . So, they all need to learn to sing . 
" All will not wind up big stars ; most 
will wind up teaching and enjoying it 
- just as teaching has been a real joy 
in my life" she said . 
Ms. Swan k's background for teach-
ing voice includes an Ohio State mas-
ter 's degree, solo performances (as a 
mezzo soprano) , directing the Wes-
terville United Methodist Church 
choir and teaching elementary and 
junior high school vocal music. 
flow DO YOU FILL AN EMPTY PLATE? With Ultimate Nachos, Nacholupas, Zucchini Slices, Friday's Onion 
Rings, Friday's Mushrooms,Guacamole Y Tostados Con Queso, French Fries, Baked Potatoes, Peel & Eat Spiced 
Shrimp, Homemade Soup Du Jour Et De La Nuit, Corn on the Cob, Friday's Chef Salad, Spinach Salad, Avocado 
and Crabmeat Louis, Omelettes Grand' Mere, Spanish Omelettes, Crabmeat Artichoke Omelettes, Roadrunner 
Omelettes, Bacon and Cheese Omelettes, Strawberry Omelettes, "We'll Try Anything Once" Omelettes, Eggs to 
Order, Western Omelettes, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday Burgers, Bacon 
Cheeseburgers, Western Burgers, Mexican Burgers, Cheddar Burgers, Bacon Cheddar Burgers, Peking Burgers, 
Mushroom Burgers, California Burgers, Pizza Burgers, Great American Cheeseburgers, Name Your Own 
Burgers, Friday's London Broil, Club Steaks, Chopped Steaks, New York Strips, Steak on a Stick, Filets, Chicken 
Friday, Steak Fingers, Shrimp Friday, Steak Stick and Shrimp, Shrimp & Fingers, Crabmeat/Shrimp Mornay, 
Shrimp on a Stick, Friday's Club Sandwiches, Mushrooms-Steak and Mushrooms, Friday's Ham & Cheese, 
California Gold, Friday's Stew on a Biscuit, Friday's Steak Sandwiches, The Pocket,Hot Corned Beef 
Sandwiches, Texas Style Red Chili and Tostados, Coney Island Platters, Great American Hot Dog 
Platters, Cheesecake, "Outrageous" Desserts, Carrot Cake, Hot Apple Pie, Homemade Grasshopper 
Pie, Friday's Sundays, Ice Cream, Sherbet, or a Friday's Tin Roof. 
At T.G.I. Friday's you'll find over 100 delicious dishes. And some very contented plates. 
4540 Kenny Road/ 459-1414/ 0pen everyday from 11:30 a.m. to 2:00 a.m. 
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Cut out these Ohio State Stars 
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GREG STORER 
Tight End 
6-5, 208, Senior 
Cincinnati 
HERMAN JONES 
Flanker 
6-3, 209, Senior 
Miami, Fla. 
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